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READiNG/WRITING IMMERSION: A DECISION MAKING
LITERACY DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

FINAL REPORT: YEAR 1

INTRODUCTION

The Reading/Writing Immersion project, approved for the four schools

of Brooklands, David Livingstone, William Whyte, and Dufferin, officially

began on September 14, 1989. This project was designed to assist grade 1

teachers in becoming more effective at working with students who are "at-

risk" of failing to develop the reading and writing performance expectancies

said teachers held for them. Since one of the purposes of this project was to

promote the project throughout the four schools, a resource teacher from each

of the schools was identified by the school's principal to take part. In these

four schools, resource teachers function as collaborative, school-based

consultants. It was envisioned that the consultative-collaborative nature ot.

their role would serve to build an ethos, or climate for collective language arts

efforts in each school. Collegial consultation efforts were perceived as one

way of pooling and effectively multiplying the knowledge base and skills

stemm:ng from the project. Therefore, a total of four grade 1 teachers. four

resource teachers, and three Faculty of Education (University of Manitoba)

staff members took part in the Reading/WriLing Immersion project during the

1989/90 school year.

The project is made up of three components. The first was a study group

component, which took place between September, 1989 and December, 1989.

This component was carried out at the Faculty of Education, University of
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Manitoba and involved the presentation and discussion of issues related to the

teaching of reading and writing skills.

Second, an applied component which took place between January, 1990

and June, 1990. In the applied component participants utilized their newly

developed skills in their classrooms with students they had identified as being

at-risk of not meeting reading/writing performance expectancies. Another

aspect of the applied component involved the participants observing each

other in the classroom setting. This allowed the teachers to view the modeling

of a variety of teaching techniques. The observation sessions were also

utilized to provide participants with constructive feedback regarding their

instruction and to assist with the analyze student performance.

The third component will take place during the 1990-91 school year and

consists of the extension of the project into additional classrooms in each of

the target schools. At the time this report is being written, each of the four

schools are making specific plans as to how they will approach the process of

project extension.

An important aspect of this project was that it was designed to operate as

a collaborative model. That is, Ail. of the participants were to work together to

design the specific direction of the project. The basic premise of the project

was that effective teachers are competent "decision makers" and that future

professional growth is dependent on the ability of teachers to monitor Or

reflect on their teaching performance. Therefore, the study group

component of this project was not the traditional lecture style university class.

The study group established agendas, topics for discussion, book study

sessions, book fairs, cooperative reporting and other joint activities. In these

sessions the university personnel acted as facilitators. A second aspect of the
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collaborative approach was that it allowed each school to develop their own

unique program based on the specific characteristics of their school

community.

One funding condition was that this project be evaluated, therefore, an

evaluation plan was designed and accepted by the project's two Management

Committees (see Evaluation Outline, October 12, 1989). This plan called for a

process evaluation (an evaluation of the implementation of the project)

during the project's first year of operation and an outcome evaluation (effects

of the project on the students) to take place during the project's second year

A two part design was selected as it allows for complete project implementation

prior to the assessment of student outcomes.

The evaluation process includes four first grade/resource teacher

surveys and two principal inte views during the 1989-90 school year.

Additionally, the two university professors who acted as facilitators were

interviewed twice during the same time period. An ethnographic log was kept

of the events which took place during study g.oup sessions and classroom

observations.

The four teacher survey points were selected so as to provide accurate

information about progress at critical junctures of the project. That is, while

one Or two survey points alight have provided overall project information. it

was thought that four carefully selected survey points would provide

information on changes that occurred as the project progressed from one

stage to the next. Information collected in this manner would allow those

responsible for the project to look at each process individually, rather than

just at the project as a whole.
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Ethnographic data was collected in order to provide a record of the

classroom observations and study group sessions. This information provided a

necessary second data source for assessing project delivery. This design

should provide those responsible for the project with very specific and,

therefore, more useful information. Information of this type will be

necessary if the project is to be implemented in other schools/school divisions

The purpose of this document is to provide those responsible for the

management of thc Reading/Writing Immersion Project (R/WI) with tht

results of the process evaluation carried out during year 1.

METHOD

Teacher Surveys

Teacher surveys were scheduled to coincide with the conclusion of each

critical phase in the project. The first survey date was October 19, 1989. This

was the point at which the 4:30 pm. io 6:30 p.m. introductory study group

meetings ended and the 1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. half-day meetings began. The

second survey was scheduled when the initial half-day classroom observations

were added to the the half-day study group meetings (January 17, 1990) at the

university. The third survey took place two-thirds of the way through

classroom observation period.(March 21, 1990). The final survey is scheduled

for June 1, 1990, the end of the first year of the project (at the time this report

was written, the fourth survey had not been completed).

The first teacher survey was 26 questions long. It was developed by the

project researcher and was reviewed by individuals from Inner City Initiative,
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and the Director of Research from the Winnipeg School Division No.1 (scc

Appendix A for a copy of the October, 1989 survey).

As statcd above, the first survey was scheduled to take place on October

19, 1989. However, since the October 19, 1989 meetikig was cancelled, the

survey was completed by the participants at the start of thc October 26, 1989

mceting. Since the October 26, 1989 meeting marked thc start of the half day

meetings, it was felt that very little, if anything, was lost by waiting the extra

weck.

Thc sccond survey was developed and reviewed in thc samc manncr as

thc first. Sincc stuay group meetings had been cxpanded to a half-day, and the

university staff had visited cach school and observed each of thc classroom

teachers, the sccond survey was expanded to 31 questions (scc Appendix B for a

copy of the January, 1990 survey).

The third survey was scheduled to be completed on Match 21, 1990. On

that date threc of thc participants were ill and thc survey was postponed until

the next meeting, April 4, 1990. A meeting was not held on March 28, 1990, as

this coincided with Spring holidays. Since the schools were not in session

between these two dates, it is unlikely that thc delay affectcd the data.

One week prior to each survey the participants were informcd that it

would be the first itcm of business on the next wcek's agcnda. Thcy were also

informed of thc procedures uscd to maintain confidentiality. No one

connected with the project had acccss to their individual responses. Surveys

were handed out and completed at the beginning of the scheduled study group

meeting. Participants were provided with an envelope and enclosed the

completed surveys in these. The sealed envelopes were delivered to a rcscarch

assistant. Thc research assistant was responsible for coding thc data and
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cntcring it into thc university's mainframe computcr. Only thc rcscarch

assistant saw the completcd surve) s. This procedurc protcctcd thc idcntity of

the teachers and also prevented individuals from bcing accidentally idcnti ficd

from their handwriting.

Thc only individual in thc room whcn thc panicipants completed the

survcys was the projcct rcscarchcr. He sat at thc far cnd of thc room. and kas

there only to answcr questions (approximatcly four qucstions were askcd - all

wcre clarification type qucstions). Complcting the survcys took approximaid

20 - 30 minutes. Thc rcsults of each survcy wcrc sharcd with thc teaciiers as

soon as thc data wcrc compilcd.

Administrator Intervicws

School administrators wcrc also intcrvicwcd as part of thc evaluation

dcsign. As they wcrc not directly involved in the project. it was not considereil

csscntial to collect information from thcm as oftcn as from thc participating

teachers. Only two interviews were conducted.

School administrator interviews contained 12 qucstions. Th :se

questions were developed by the project researcher and reviewed by

individuals from Inner City Initiative and thc Director of Research from the

Winnipeg School Division No.1 (See Appcndix D for a copy of thc interview

schcdulcs).

Interviews took place during the sccond wcck of Novcmbcr, 1989 and

the third wcck of April, 1990. Each school administrator was interviewed on

an individual basis by Inner City Initiative's researcher. The interviews took

approximately 30-45 minutes to complctc.
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University Staff Interviews

The two university staff members acting as prcject facilitators were

interviewed twice during the project's first year. These interview schedules

were developed by the project researcher and reviewed by individuals from

Inner City Initiative and the Director of Research, Winnipeg School Division

No.1 (See kppendix E for a copy of the interview schedules).

These interviews took place during the months of December, 1989 and

May, 1990. Each university staff member was interviewed on an individual

basis by the Winnipeg School Division's Director of Research. The interviews

took approximately 30-45 minutes to complete.

Ethnographic Observations

Detailed field notes were taken at every second study group meeting. It

should be noted that the every-second-meeting scenario was selected due to a

time constraints in the project researcher's work schedule. The final project

funding decision was made much later than expected and it was not possible

for the project researcher to alter his schedule to match that of the project.

However, anytime the researcher's work schedule permitted, field notes were

taken more often.

Ethnographic field notes provide an annotated description of the events

taking place during study group meetings and furnish a record of the changes

that took place during the course of the project's first year. Field notes are not

the recorded minutes of the study group meetings, these were recorded by a

research assistant. Rather, they represent the impressions of the researcher

regarding the interactions, emotions, issues, concerns, and reactions of

project participants.
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It is important to note that the researcher acted as a "participant

observer".

The participant observer, by virtue of being
actively involved in the situation beiiig observed,
often gains insights and develops interpersonal
relationships that are virtually impossible to
achieve through any other method (Borg and Gall.
1989, p 391).

The specific methodology utilized for this study is termed ethnogiaphy

of communication (Jacob. 1987).

Ethnography of communication provides an
approach and methods for understanding the
patterns of social interaction characteristic of a
group or groups and for analyzing the
consequences of these patterns in observable
"outcomes." Several ethnographers of
communication have focused their analyses
primarily on education (Jacob. 1987, p.21).

In this part of the project evaluation, the purpose of the data collection

was to document within group communication patterns. Notes regardin2

communication patterns were transcribed on to a word processing program

for analysis. Results from this analysis were combined with information from

the teacher surveys, and a more detailed account of the first year of the R/WI

Project was developed.

The remainder of this report will present the evaluation data collect

during the first year of the R/WI Project. Confidentiality has been maintained

through the use of a group data only approach.

14
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RESULTS

Teacher Survey Results

Only seven participants completed each of the first two surveys. This

was due to the fact that at these survey points one of the four schools did not

have a resource teacher taking part in the project. In February, 1990,

however, a resource teacher from this school joined the project and completed

all following surveys. At each survey point all other project participants

either completed or partially completed a survey.

The results of the first three surveys are presented together in order to

facilitate the comparison of responses to questions that appeared on all three.

Questions which appeared on only one of the surveys will be discussed

separately.

The results of the fourth survey, which had not been administered at

the time of this report, will be provided in a supplemental document. This

document will be presented to those responsible for the R/WI Project in

September, 1990.

Project _Expectations

1. Do you feel that you are aware of all of the goals and
objectives of this program?

This question was asked on each of the first two surveys. On October,

1989 survey, 3 (42.9%) of the seven participants felt that they were aware of

the gcals and objectives of the project. In January, 1990, 6 (85.7%) reported
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feeling that they were aware of them. This represents a substantial gain in

the number who were aware of the goals and objectives of the project.

in Ocober,1989, when asked to comment about project goals and

objectives, one individual voiced a concern about there being objectives that

were not stated, and one reported feeling that the goals/objectives would

change over time.

The only comment made on the January, 1990 survey stated that

"neither the participant nor parents were expecting that the 1/2 time teacher

would take over the language arts program after Christmas."

Since all but one individual stated that they were aware of project goals

on the January, 1990 survey, this question was not included on the March, 1990

survey.

16. At this point in the project, is the project:
If not what you thought, how is it different?

In October, 1989, 2 (28.6%) participants responded that the project was

"exactly" what they thought it would be and 4 (57.1%) reported that the project

wi. "very close" to what they thought it would be. One (14.3%) individual

reported that it was "not at all" what they thought it would be. In response to

how they thought the program was different than expected, one individual

reported that she felt her expectations differed from those of the university

staff, anther reported that she didn't realize that she would be providing

explanations on how to teach inner city students and two others reported they

were expecting more "concrete ideas" about specific kids.

On the January, 1990 survey this item was question #19. On this survey

2 (28.6%) participants responded that the project was "exactly" what they

thought it would be and 5 (71.4%) participants rated the project as being "very
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close" to what they thought it would be. In response to how they thought the

program was different than expected: one reported that she thought the

project would be more directive ". . . until I found out by questioning that it

was supposed to be unstructured".

On the March, 1990 survey this item was question #24. On this survey 2

(28.6%) participants responded that the project was "exactly" what they

thought it would be, 5 (71.4%) panic:pants rated the project as being "very

close" to what they thought it would be and 2 (25.0%) participants felt that it

was "somewhat close" to what you thought it would be. No written in responses

were provided on the March, 1990 survey.

19.a. List the three most important things that you thought you
would get out of the project.

b. At this point in the project, how confident are you that the
above three expectations will be reached?
Why or why not?

In October, 1989, all 7 participants responded: "Effective teaching

strategies in reading and writing" to the first part of question 19. Two also felt

that communication with other teachers was an important anticipated

outcome. Another two thought they would acquire the wherewithal to

establish a good literature based program.

When asked how confident they were about reaching that expectation, 3

(42.9%) replied that they were "very confident" and 4 (57.1%) replied that they

were "somewhat confident". No comments were made regarding the why or

why not component of the question.

On the January, 1990 survey this item was question #24, and part a. of

the question was omitted. At this date, the participants confidence level had
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not changed. No comments were made regarding the why or why not

component of the question.

On the March, 1990 survey this item was question #27 and part a. of the

question was omitted. In response to this survey 5 (62.5% participants

indicated that they were "very confident" and 3 (37.5%) replied that they were

"somewhat confident" that their expectations for the project would be reached.

With regards to the why or why not component of this question, 2

participants commented that they "have been helped so much" by the project.

1 participant remarked that she had been "helped with regards to the use of

strategies", and another reported she had been "helped in dealing with

students at varying ability levels".

17. Are the topic areas that have been covered to this date, the
topic area that you thought would be covered?
If no, how is it different?

On the October, 1990 survey 5 (71.4%) of the 7 participants reported that

the topic areas covered so far were what they had expected. On this date, 2

individuals did not answer the question. In response to the second part of this

question, 2 participants indicated that they "expected specific teaching

strategies would be covered".

This was question #20 on the January, 1990 survey. On this survey all 7

participants reported that the topic areas covered so far were what they had

expected. There were no responses to the second part of the question.

On the March, 1990 survey this item was question #25. On this survey 6

(75.0%) of the participants stated that the topic areas covered were what they

had expected and 1 (12.5%) individual stated that the topic areas were not what

they had expected. Once again, there were no responses to the second part of

the question.
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On the January, 1990 survey the following 2 questions concerning

project expectations were added. They did not appear on any other survey.

23. Going back to September, was the time you have put into the
project:
Do you have any additional comment/concerns/suggestions to
make regarding the amount of time taken up by this project?

In response to this question 5 (71.4%) participants reported they had

put in "much more time" than expected, 1 (14.3%) indicated they had put in a

"bit more time" than expected and another (14.3%) stated they had put in a "lot

less" than expected. The following comments were made: "I am away from my

class too much"; "I need more prep time due to the Tuesday meetings"; and "I

worked long and hard on the write-up for this project in order to meet the

December 7, deadline".

24. If you had the choice, would you want to be able to receive
university course credit for this project?

Six (85.7%) participants responded "yes" to this question and 1 (14.3%)

reported she was "undecided".

ElpigclIlicflliS

18. Is the project turning out to be as useful to you as you thought
it would be?
Comments/suggestions for improvements.

On the October, 1989 survey 3 (42.9%) participants reported that the

project was turning out to be "very useful" and 4 (57.1%) reported is was

"somewhat useful". One participant commented that she "expected the

usefulness of the project to increase as the project progressed". Another felt

she would "find it more useful as more structure was introduced" and a third

commented that she "found it difficult to compare ideas and techniques as not

all schools were doing the same thing".

1 9
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This question was item #21 on the January, 1990 survey. Participant

responses to the first part of the question were identical to those made on the

October survey. There were no written comments to the second part of the

question.

On the March, 1990 survey this question was item #26. Seven (87.5%)

participants rated the project as "very useful" and 1 (12.5%) rated it "somewhat

useful". Once again, there were no comments to the second part of the

question.

23. Given that the program has just begun, how would your rate
the following items?

a.) I find that the information presented so far has been:

b.) I find that I am already trying out some of the
ideas/techniques in my classroom.

c.) I find that I have already adopted some of the
ideas/techniques as part of what I do in my classroom.

d.) Based on your experiences thus far, what do you feel is
the probability that you will make changes to what you do
in the classroom?
Comments.

On the October, 1989 survey 4 (57.1%) participants reported that the

information presented in the project was "very useful" and 3 (42.9%)

participants responded that the information was "useful". Results from this

survey also indicated that 6 (85.7%) participants were already trying out some

of the ideas/techniques in their classrooms. One participant die not respond to

this item. Not only were the majority of the participants trying

ideas/techniques, furthermore 5 (71.4%) also reported they had incorporated

these into their everyday classroom procedures. One participant indicated she

had not done this and another did not respond to this item. Five (71.4%)

participants stated they were "100% certain" that as a result of the project they
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would make changes in their classrooms. One (14.3%) participant was "85%

certain" such changes would be made and 1 (14.3%) participant did not

respond to the item.

Two participants commentui that they had used some of the

ideas/techniques prior to participating in the R/WI Project. Another

participant indicated mai she will always make changes in her classroom.

In January, 1990 these same items were numbered 28.a.-d. Once again, 4

(57.1%) participants reported that the information presented in the project

was "very useful" and 3 (42.9%) participants responded that the information

was "useful". Results from this survey also indicated that 6 (85.7%)

participants were . already trying out some of the ideas/techniques in their

classrooms. One participant did not respond to this item. Not only were all the

responding participants trying ideas/techniques, but 7 (100%) also reported

they had incorporated these into their everyday classroom procedures. Three

(42.9%) participants were "100% cznain" that as a result of the project they

would make changes in their classrooms and 4 (57.1%) participants were "85%

certain" such changes would be made. One pa..icipant commented that the

project had helped make it easier to present a rationale for what happens in

her classroom.

In March, 1990 these same items were numbered 31.a. - d., and

subquestions e and f were added. On this survey 7 (87.5%) participants

reported that the information presented .n the project was "very useful" and 1

(12.5%) participant responded that the information was "useful". Results from

this survey also indicated that 8 (100%) participants were already trying out

some of the ideas/techniques in their classrooms. Not only were all the

participants trying ideas/techniques, but 8 (100%) also reported they had
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incorporated these into their everyday classroom procedures. Seven (87.5%)

participants were "100% certain" that as a result of the project they would

make changes in their classrooms and 1 (57.1%) participant was "85% certain"

such changes would be made.

The new items added to question 31 on the March, 1990 survey were:

e.) Based on your experiences thus far, have you seen
positive changes in the performance of your students that
can be stated to be a direct result of this project?

f .) Do you feel that this project has helped you to improve
your teaching skills?

Six (75%) participants indicated that they h.. d noticed "many positive

changes" in the performance of their students that were a direct result of the

project. Two (25%) noted a "few positive changes" that could be attributed to

the project. All 8 (100%) participants reported that the R/WI i'roject had

helped improve their teaching skills.

One participant commented that they felt "having the support of other

professionals in discussions and to share ideas with was an important feature

of the project". Another reported that it was "beneficial to have the time to

develop new approaches without the pressure of having to monitor the whole

class".

This question was also added to the March, 1990 survey.

32. Name/describe some changes that you have already made in
the way you work with children that have been a direct result
of this project.

In response to this question, 4 participants indicated that the project

had helped them to fine tune their observation skills. Four partit.ipants also

reported that the decisions they now make reflect theory and have a positive
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effect on their students. Finally, four rt.porterl that their classroom learning

environments had improved and were being used to the fullest extent.

Meetings

2 . The meeting for the Reading/Writing Immersion Program
have been held in the Faculty of Education at the University
of Manitoba. How do you feel about this location?

This question was asked only on the October, 1989 survey. Four (57.1%)

participants reported that the location of the meetings was "fine", 2 (28.6%)

indicated that the location was "too far from my home school" and 1 (14.3%)

responded that it "did not matter where the meetings were located".

3. Rate the room in which the meetings have been held in by
circling ti.e most appropriate response.
a.) room is clean
b.) room is well lighted

. ) size of the room is adequate
d.) temperature of room is

comfortable

On both the October, 1989 and the January, 1990 surveys, a large

majority of the participants rated the temperature of the room as being "very

poor" or "poor". This finding is not surprising given the high temperatures in

the room due to a heat wave that occurred in the city just prior to the October

survey, and the fact that temperatures inside the meeting room always tended

to parallel those outside the building. A room change took place in the spring

and temperature ratings improved.

In terms of cleanliness, lighting and room size, the rooms were rated

positively by the participants on the October, January and March surveys.

4 . In your opinion, how would you rate the overall organization
of the meetings held so far?
Comments/suggestions for improvement.
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With regards to the organization of the meetings, all 7 of the

participants reported on the October and January surveys that they felt study

group meetings were "well organized". On the March, 1990 survey, however, 1

(12.5%) participant rated the meetings as "very well organized", 5 (62.5%)

rated them as "well organized", and 1 (12.5%) rated them as "poorly orgarnzed"

One comment/suggestion for improvement was made on the October

survey. The participant indicated that "more time was needed for structurcd

discussions".

On the January survey, 2 participants suggested that thc "amount of

time wasted because of late arrivals and room shuffles be reduced". Another

participant suggested that conversations during surveys, which they termed

disgusting, be discouraged or stopped. One participant also suggested that

"early exits be discouraged".

On the March survey 2 participants thought it "seemed as though the

professors were dragging out discussions in order to fill the time". Another

one felt that "they had been told what they were going to do and found that it

had been changed when they arrived". The participant did not indicate how

often this had occurred. Finally, one participant suggested that "some topics

should be discussed in large groups, but on other occasions time should bc

spent discussing specific children".

5 . Given that one of the main goals of this project is that a

collaborative approach be utilized, how satisfied are you with
the opportunities you have had with regards to input into the
agendas of the meetings?
Comments/suggestions for improvements.

On the October, 1989 survey, 4 (57.1%) participants reported they werc

"very suisfied" with the input they had with regards to mceting agendas.
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Anothcr 3 (42.9%) participants fclt "somewhat satisficd". No

comments/suggestions for improvements were made by the rcspondcnts.

On the January survey this item was prescnted as question #4.

Itcsponses to the January suevey showcd that 2 (28.6%) participants were

"vcry satisfied" regarding their input and 5 (71.4%) werc "somcwhat satisficd"

Only one participant commcntcd with regards to this qucstion. She stated that

shc felt she "could makc suggcstions and thcn scc thosc suggestions addrcsscd

at the ncxt mceting".

On the March survcy this itcm was prcscntcd as qucstion #3. Rcsponses

to thc March survrv indicatcd that 4 (50%) participants were "vcry satisficd". 3

(37.5%) wcre "somewhat satisficd" and 1 (12.5%) was "somcwhat dissatisfied"

with regards to thcir input into mccting agcndas. Onc participant fclt she was

"being trcatcd somcwhat as a studcra in a course'. Two participants fclt that

"insufficicnt timc had been devoted to the sharing of teachcr rcports".

6 . When you have made suggestions with regards to the meeting
agendas, did you feel that your suggestions were given
adequate consideration?
Corn ments/suggestions.

On the October survey, 3 (42.9%) participants rcportcd that "vcry

adcquatc" considcration was givcn to thcir suggcstions, 3 (42.9%) indicated

that "adcquate consideration" was given and 1 (14.3%) rcsponded that

"suggestions wcre considcrcd, but not adcquatcly". Thcrc was only onc

comment/suggcstion made and that rcspondcnt indicated that "thc project

really made the idca of collaboration comc truc".

On the January survey this itcm was prcscntcd as qucstion #5. 'flirec

(42.9%) participants reported that "vcry adcquate" consideration was givcn to

their suggestions and 4 (57.1%) reported that "adcquate consideration" was
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given. There were no comments/suggestions made rcgarding this question on

the January survey.

On the March survey this item was presented as question #4. Four (50%)

participants responded that thcir suggestions were given "very adequate"

consideration, 3 (37.5%) reported "adequate" consideration was given and I

(12.5%) indicated that their "suggestions were considered, but not adequately"

One participant felt "suggestions were considered" and anothcr commcntcd

that "more timc was needed to clarify points being discussed.%

Maicii.als

7 Overall, how would you rate the quality of the
materials/readings that hove been provided to you?
Comments/suggestions.

On the October, 1989 survey 2 (28.o%) participants reported that the

materials were of "very high" quality and 5 (71.4%) responded that materials

were of "high" quality. One participant suggested that "rnorc sharing of

materials as this is the bcst way of assessing materials". Another commented

that "without the tapcs referred to in thc text, I am at a bit of a loss" and onc

suggested that there were "too many readings per week".

On the January survey this itcm was presented aS question #6. Two

(28.6%) participants reported that thc materials were of "very high" quality

and 5 (71.4%) responded that materials were of "high" quality. No

comments/suggestions wcrc madc on that date.

On the March survey this item was presented as question #5. Five

(62.5%) participants responded that the materials were of "very high" quality

and 3 (37.5%) indicated that they were of "high" quality. One participant
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commented that the "articles were great" and another felt she "needed six

more months to read all of them".

8 . Do you feel that the materials/readings provided ta you thus
far has presented:

On the October, 1989 survey 2 (28.5%) participants reported that the

materials presented "mostly new" information and 5 (71.4%) participants

responded that the materials presented "a half and half mixture" of new and

old information.

On the January survey this item was presented as question #7 and the

results were identical to those on the October, 1989 survey. On the March

survey this item was presented as question #6. All 8 (100%) indicated that the

materials presented "a half and half mixture" of new and old information.

9 . Gverall, how would you rate the usefulness of the
materials/readings provided to you?
Comments/suggestions for improvement.

On the October, 1989 survey 5 (71.4%) responded that the

materials/readings were "very useful" and 2 (28.6%) responded that they were

"somewhat useful". On the January, 1990 survey this was question #8. Three

(57.1%) of the participants reported that the information was "very useful"

and 4 (57.1%) reported that they were "somewhat useful". This was question #7

on the March, 1990 survey. On that occasion 6 (75%) participants reported the

the information was "very useful" and 2 (25%) stated that it was "somewhat

useful" to them. On both the October and the March surveys 2 participants

commented that the utility of the materials was a "strong point" of the project.
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10. How would you rate the amount of information that has been
provided to you?
Comments/suggestions for improvement.

On the October, 1989 survey 2 (28.6%) participants responded that "far

too much" information had been provided. 4 (57.1%) reported that a "little too

much" had been provided, and 1 (14.3%) indicated that the "right amount" had

been introduced. Two participants commented that they were "getting

behind", one thought we should "designate participants to read certain

materials and then verbally report back", and another stated she was "nor

interested in everything given".

On the January, 1990 survey this item was presented as question #9. Two

(28.6%) participants reported that "far too much" material had been provided.

2 (28.6%) indicated a "little too much" had been presented and 3 (42.9%)

:-sponded that the "right amount" had been provided. One participant

commented that "some weeks more hectic at school" and "too much when

combined with much reading".

On the March. 1990 survey this item was presented as question #8. At

that time 1 (12.5%) participant reported that "far too much" material had been

provided, 1 (12.5%) responded that a "little too much" had been given and 5

(62.5%) indicated that the "right amount" had been introduced. One

participant did not respond to this item. Two participants suggested that "book

studies should continue every week", one stated she "tried to do an adequate job

and that took considerable time" and another comment-d that "some good

handouts were passed out and not discussed".
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1 1. How adequate was the university staff follow-up to the
materials/readings (i.e., willingness to discuss/explain ideas
presented in the materials/readings)?
Comments/suggestions for improvement.

On the October, 1989 survey 1 (14.3%) participant reported that follow-

up by university staff was "very adequate", 5 (71.4%) responded that it was

"adequate" and 1 (14.3%) indicated that it was "somewhat adequate" Two

participants suggested that there might be "too much material for university

staff to follow-up on". One commented that "university staff questioned more

than discussed or explained" and another thought that "people on the project

should ask for the discussion of all articles".

On the January. 1990 survey this item was presented as question #10.

One (14.3%) participant reported that follow-up by university staff was "very

adequate", 2 (28.6%) responded that it was "adequate", 3 (42.9%) indicated that

follow-up was "somewhat adequate" and 1 (14.3%) reported that it was "not at

all adequate". Four participants commented that the university staff "tended

to move too quickly" or "spent too little time" following-up certain materials

On the March, 1990 survey this item was presented as question #9. At

that time, 1 (12.5%) participant reported that follow-up by university staff was

"very adequate", 5 (62.5%) indicated it was "adequate" and 1 (12.5%) responded

it was "somewhat adequate". One participant did not respond to this item. Two

participants suggested that they "still need time to discuss readings after we

have had the opportunity to try or develop ;what we have read in our classes".

1 2 . Do you feel that the materials/readings given to you covered
the topic areas that you thought would be covered when you
started the program?

On the October, 1989 survey 4 (57.1%) participants reported that there

were "very few surprises" with regards to the topic areas covered and 3
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(42.9%) indicated that there were a number of areas covered that they had not

expected.

On the January, 1990 survey this item was presented as question #11. At

that time the numbers were the reverse of the October survey. That is, 3

(42.9%) participants reported that there were "very few surprises" with

regards to the topic areas covered and 4 (57.1%) indicated that there were a

number of areas covered that they had not expected.

On the March, 1990 survey this item was presented as question #10. Five

(62.5%) participants reported that there were "very few surprises" with

regards to the topic areas covered, 2 (25%) indicated that there were a number

of areas covered that they had not expected and 1 participant did not respond

to this item.

13. Were there topic areas you would have liked to have received
materials/readings on, but did not?
If yes, what were those topic areas?

On the October, 1989 survey 2 (28.6%) reported that they would have

liked to have received materials/reading in other topic areas. The areas

requested were "understanding writing" and "invented spelling". The other 5

(71.4%) participants indicated there weren't any other topic areas they would

have liked to have received materials on.

On the January, 1990 survey this item was presented as question #12. At

that time, 2 (28.6%) reported that they would have liked to have received

materials/reading in other topic areas. The areas requested were "reading and

writing instructional strategies" and "invented spelling". Four (57.2%)

participants indicated there weren't any other topic areas they would have

liked to have received materials on and one participant did not respond.
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Oa the March, 1990 survey this item was presented as question #11.

Three (42.9%) reported that they would have liked to have received

materials/reading in other topic areas. The areas requested were "reading

diagnosis", "self-monitoring/self-correction skills" and "ideas about the home

and school connection". Four (57.2%) participants indicated there weren't any

other topic areas they would have liked to have received materials on and one

participant did not respond.

14. Given that this is a collaborative project, did you feel that you
could suggest materials/readings for the group?
Comments/suggestions.

On both the October, 1989 and the January, 1990 surveys, 7 (100%)

participants reported that that they felt they could suggest materials/readings

for the group. On the October survey one participant commented that she

didn't "know of any at present" that she would suggest. On the March, 1990

survey all 8 (100%) participants responded that they felt they could suggest

materials/readings for the group. No comments were made on either the

January or the March surveys. On the January survey this item was presented

as question #13 and on the March survey it was presented as question #12.

15. In your opinion, how would you rate the pace at which the
material/readings have been presented?
Comments/suggestions.

On the October, 1989 survey 5 (71.4%) participants reported that ihe

materials had been presented at a "very fast" pace and 2 (28.6%) responded

that they had been presented at a "fast, but not unreasonable" pace. One

participant commented that "after teaching all day and rushing out here it's

hard to digest a lot of new material".

On the January, 1990 survey th::, item was presented as question #I4. At

that time, 4 (57.1%) participants reported that the materials had been
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presented at a "very fast" pace, 1 (14.3%) responded that they had been

presented at a "fast, but not unreasonable" pace, 1 (14.3%) indicated the pace

was "just right" and 1 (14.3%) reported the pace was "slow". A participant

commented that the "pace is either fast or slow and boring".

On the March, 1990 survey this item was question #13. Three (37.5%)

participants reported that the materials had been presented at a "very fast"

pace, 2 (25%) responded that they had been presented at a "fast, but not

unreasonable" pace and 3 (37.5%) indicated the pace was "just right". One

participant commented "I would have preferred to spend more time on less

material" and another felt that the "pace had been adjusted".

Between the Ocwber and January surveys, two book displays wcre

provided for the participants by publishers of children's books. In ordcr to

evaluate participants responses to these displays, this question was added to

thc January survey.

15. How useful was it to have the two book displays as part of our
sessions?
Comments/suggestions.

On the January, 1990 survey 5 (71.4%) participants reported that thcy

felt the book displays were "very useful" and 2 (28.6%) responded they felt

they were "somewhat useful". Two participants comment that thesc displays

were "great" opportunities for project members.
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Project Support

20. In your opinion, how would you rate the university members
of the group in the areas listed below?

a.) they are approachable
b .) they value my opinions

c. ) they treated me as a
professional

d .) they were willing to
answer all my questions

e.) they empathize with the
problems I have to deal
with in the classroom

f. ) they suggest rather than
dictate or criticize

g .) they actively look for and
encourage my input

h . ) they help me feel more
confident about what I do in
the classroom

i. ) they make suggestions that
are useful to me

j.) they try to make the project
challenging

Comments/suggestions for improvement.

Questions 20.a. through j. on the October, 1989 survey, questions 25.a.

through j. on the January, 1990 survey and questions 28.a. through j. on the

March, 1990 survey presented the opinions of the participants regarding the

support provided to the project by the university staff. From those results it

can be seen that, overall, the ratings given to the university staff were high

in all but four areas. That is, the majority of the participants felt the

university staff "always" provided support. The four areas the majority of

participants rated as being "sometimes" supported by university staff were: (c)

"they empathized with the problems I have to deal with in the classroom"; (h)
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"they help me feel more confident about what I do in the classroom''; and (i)

"they make suggestions that are useful to me". There was no area the

participants felt the university staff "never" supported them with.

2 1 . In your opinion, how would you rate the support provided to
the program by Inner City Initiative Branch of Manitoba
Education?
Comments/suggestions for improvement.

On the October, 1989 survey 4 (57.1%) participants rated Inoer City

Initiative support as "good" and 3 (42.9%) did not respond to the item. One

participant commented that it was "too soon to comment" about Inner City

Initiative support, and this might be the reason others did not respond to this

question. On the January, 1990 survey 3 (42.9%) participants rf.ported that the

support was "very good , 3 (42.9%) indicated that is was "good" and 1 (14.3%)

did not respond. By the March, 1990 survey, 5 (62.5%) of the participants rated

the support provided by Inner City Initiative as being "very good" and 3

(37.5%) rated it as "good". On the January survey this item was question #26

and on the March survey it was question #29.

2 2 . In your opinion, how would you rate the support being
provided to this program from your school's ad ministrator(s)?
Com ments/suggestions for improvements.

On the October, 1989 survey 2 (28.6%) participants rated administrator

support as "very good", 4 (57.1%) rated it as "good" and 1 (14.3%) rated it as

"poor". All three of the comments made indicated that there was a need for

more communication between the participants and administrators On the

January survey 1 (14.3%) participant rated administrator support as "very

good" and the other 6 (85.7%) rated the support as "good". No

comments/suggestion were made on that survey. Responses on the March

survey indicated that 3 (37.5%) participants rated administrator support as
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"very good", 4 (50%) rated it as "good" and 1 (12.5%) rated it as "poor". Two

participants' comments indicate that the principals were not overly involved

in the project, but another commented "I really appreciate the support and

guidance available when requested". On the January survey this item was

question #27 and on the March survey it was question #30.

School Visits

Between October and March, the university staff had conducted a

number of visits to each of the teacher participants' classrooms. During these

visits the university staff observed classroom activities and provided feedback

to the teachers. All visits were collaboratively scheduled with the teachers. In

order to assess these school visits, the following questions were added as new

questions to the January and March surveys.

16. How helpful were observations/suggestions made during the
school visits in focusing the intent of the program?
Comments/suggestions for improvement.

On ..he January, 1990 survey 1 (14.3%) participant report the visits were

"very useful" in helping them to focus on the intent of the program and 4

(57.1%) responded that the visits were "somewhat useful" for this purpose.

Three (28.6%) participants did not respond to this item. One participant

commented "I was not observed", another suggested that the "observer could

observe the behavior of 1 or 2 kids that I cannot see while teaching the whole

class" and yet another commented that she "sometimes found the observer to

critical".

On the March survey this item was question #14. At that time, 5 (62.5%)

participants reported that thc visits were "very useful" for the purpose stated
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in the question and 3 (37.5%) reported that the visits were "somewhat useful"

for said purpose. One participant suggested that "more school visits" would be

useful and another comment that it would be great if "Gerry and/or Gary

could model some reading and writing strategies with the kids".

17. How helpful were the school visits in assisting you to make
connections between the material/content presented in the
sessions at the university and what you do with kids?
Comments/suggestions for improvement.

On the January, 1990 survey 1 (14.3%) participant rated the visits as

"very useful" in assisting them in making connections and 4 (57.1%) rated

them as "somewhat useful" for that purpose. Three (28.6%) participants did

not respond to the item. One person commented "I was not observed".

On the March. 1990 survey this item was question #15. On that survey. 3

(37.5%) participants rated the visits as "very useful" in assisting them in

making connections and 5 (62.5%) participants rate them as "somewhat useful"

for that purpose. One person commented "I would like morc input from the

faculty staff".

18. Do you have any other comments/concerns that you would like
to add about the school visits?

On the January, 1990 survey two participants commented that they

found the visits very helpful and the advice to be practical. Another stated

that the "professors try to come when the teacher wants them". One expressed

the concern that ''visits need a meeting away from distractions".

On the March. 1990 survey this item was presented as question #17. At

that time two participants suggested that the visits "should be more frequent'

and another stated "he [the prof] is not afraid to become involved with the

kids".
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On the March, 1990 the following question about school visits was added

to the survey.

16. Overall, when comparing all of the components of the
Reading/Writing Immersion Project (i.e., sessions at the
university and group observations), how important are the
school visits made by Gary and Gerry?
Comments/suggestions.

To this question, 2 (25%) rcspondcd that this was the "most important" oi

all 12/WI Project components, 5 (62.5%) participants indicated it was of "equal

importance" as the othcr components and 1 (12.5%) participant rcportcd that it

was "not as important" as thc othcr componcnts. Two participants commented

"it is essential that whcn individual children arc discussed, both the profcssor

and thc tcachcr can relate personally". Anothcr 2 cxprcssed that the "visits

are a link between all the schools/personnel and readings".

Group Observation Sessions

In January, group observations wcrc begun. Each tcachcr's classroom

was visited twice and thcy wcre observed while working with their identified

R/WI students. Pro_ ct participants critiqued these instructional sessions and

monitored actions or behaviors requested by thc classroom teacher. All group

mcmbers took part in these school visits. Thc following questions, which

appcarcd only on the March survey, tap the participant's rcactions to the

observation scssions.

18. How helpful were the observations/suggestions made to you
during the group observational sessions?
Comments/suggestions.

On the March, 1990 survey 2 (25%) participants reportcd that thc

observation sessions were "very helpful" and 6 (75%) indicated they were
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"somewhat helpful". One participant comment that the "observations wcrc

very good" and another suggested that they bc "spread furthcr apart".

19. How helpful were the group observational sessions in
assisting you to make connections between the
material/content presented in the sessions at the university
and what you do with kids?
Comments/suggestions.

In response to this question, 3 (37.5%) participants reported that thc

observation sessions wcre "very helpful" in helping them to make the

conncctions suggested above, 4 (50%) indicated thcy wcrc "somewhat helpful

for this purpose and 1 (12.5%) paiticipant rcsponded that thcy were "not very

helpful" in making connections. On participant suggested that "to sec in

practicc what has bccn discusscd and reponed madc our meetings morc

useful".

20. Overall, when comparing ail of the components of the
Reading/Writing Immersion Project (i.e., sessions at the
university and school visits), how important are the group
observational sessions?
Comments/suggestions.

Only 1 (12.5%) participant rcportcd that this was "most important

component" of the project, 4 (50%) indicated it was "equal in importance w the

other two components" and 3 (37.5%) responded that it was "not as important as

the other two components". Two participants suggcsted that "there are too

many visits to each school". One commented that "after hearing about kids and

classrooms in other schools, it was great to see the actual situation" and

anothcr commented that it was a "great forum for new idcas and ncw

perspectives".
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21. In your opinion, how many group observational sessions
should be included in this project?

Two (25%) participants indicated that "one" scssion would havc bccn

cnough, 3 (37.5%) reported that "two" were necessary and 2 25%) rcspondcd

that "threc" sess',:ns should have bccn included.

22, When do you feel that the group observational sessions should
have started?
Comments/suggestions.

Five (62.5%) participants rcspondcd that group observation scssions

should have startcd "carlicr in the program" and 3 (37.5%) indicatcd that the

should have startcd "exactly whcn thcy did start". Onc participant suggested

that "it would havc bccn grcat to sce things as they wcre in thc othcr schools

in Novcmbcr".

23. Do you have any other comments/concerns that you would like
to add about the group observational sessions?

Onc participant wishcd "Gerry's timetable would have allowcd him to

visit other schools with cveryonc clsc". This was anothcr schcduling problem

that rcsult from late projcct approval. Anothcr commcntcd that "the

Wcdnesday afternoon rchash of thc morning activities was vcry boring to

thosc who had bcen there in thc morning (a wastc of 30-45 minutes". Six

participants chosc not to record any comments/concerns.

.w._gs_aiaja.a

When the participants were asked for suggestions regarding the

program, vcry fcw were given. The rcadcr is directed to questions 24, 25 and

26 on thc October,1989 survey (Appendix A), qucstions 29, 30 and 31 on the

January. 1990 survey (Appendix B) and questions 33 and 34 on thc March, 1990

survey for a list of the suggestions that wcre madc. As can bc scen, none of
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the suggcstions wcrc given morc than once. Whilc it is important that thcy

these suggcstions be consider:A, thcy nccd not be rcpcatcd here.

Administrator Interview Results

This section of the document was writtcn by the Research Consultant for

Inncr City Initiative.

Two administrator interviews were conducted, onc in Novcmbcr, 1989

and anothcr in April, 1990. On cach survcy all school administrator wcrc

interviewed on an individual basis by Inner City Initiative's rcscarchcr.

Aftcr thc completion of the sccond, a comparison between thc first and

sccond intcrvicws was carricd out. Based on that comparison it was concluded

that thcrc wcrc only two major diffcrcnces in the administrators' responses

between thc first and sccond intcrvicws. Thc first differ 'e was that the

administrators discusscd issucs rclatcd to observed project effects on teachers

and students, and the second was thcir opinions regarding thc extension of

thc program in ycar two of thc projcct.

As a rcsult of thcsc minimal diffcrcnccs and for thc sake of brcvity. it

was felt that only thc rcsults of thc sccond intcrvicw nccd bc presented in this

document. For those interestc.d in rcading thc results of the first

administrators' interviews, these are presented in th:: "Teacher and

Administrator Survey Results: Interim Report #2" (Madak, Bray., and Kilarr.

1990),
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1 . Do you feel that you are aware of all of the g3als and
objectives of this program?
Comments/suggestions.

All four (4) administrators reported that they were aware of all the

goals and objectives of the Reading/Writing Immersion Project. One ( I )

administrator commented that he/she agreed with all the goals and that the

children were showing great promise. He/she also reported that the teachers

had exhibited significant growth and that he/she (i.e.,the administrator) v,as

excited about the program.

2 . What are your goals for this project?

The four (4) administrators citect a variety of personal goals for th

R/WI Project. One personal goal common to all four (4) administrators

involved expanding the program beyond the target group in order to pro,, ide

services to students in other grades. Other personal project vals included:

a way of doing the program next year without the first year
resources in a meaningful way, monitoring progress and
sharing information about program strategies, and ways to
address the program for the coming year;

to offer effective programming for high-risk grade one students
in the area of language arts; and,

get at-risk youngsters hooked on reading and writing and foster
a love for reading.

3 . While the project has only just begun, how confident are you
that your goals for the project will be met?
Why do you feel this way?

In response to this question, three (3) of the four (4) administrators

stated that they were "very confident" their goals for the proj. ct would be met

and the fourth administrator reported that she/he was "somewhat confident''

about this happening.
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In response to the second half of this question, three (3) administrators

reported that they felt "very confident" of goal attainment because of staff

enthusiasm and commitment. The other administrator was "somewhat

confident" because he/she had some concerns with how the program would be

handled next year. Addit.onal comments included:

input frcm the university and support from Inner City has been
good;

training has been quite good. classroom materials have really
helped. Also, the school was supportive of the program.
Parental involvement and interest increased;

students requiring attention have been identified; and.

I have confidence in the people involved and the process being
used.

Project Usefulness

4 . Again, while the project has only just begun, how useful do
you feel this project has been to the teacher involved in the
project?
Comments.

To this question, all four (4) administrators reported that they felt the

project had been "very useful" to the teacher involved in the project. One (1)

administrator commented that the teachers have had access to a lot of

information and the opportunity to develop new skills, especially in the area

of assessment. He/she also noted that the teacher has acquired new ways of

looking at and meeting children's needs. Another administrator commented

that the project gave the teacher a lot of confidence in delivering language

arts programs, especially as the teacher was not afraid to take risi-s to

challenge the kids. One (1) administrator stated that the program was very

useful to the teacher because it enforced communication with university
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personnel and teachers outside the school. Finally, a fourth administrator

claimed that bot teachers had found the project useful.

5 . Again, while the project has only just begun, how useful do
you feel this project has been to your school?
Comments.

Two (2) administrators rated that the Reading/Writing Immersion

project had been "very useful" to the school, a third rated it as "useful" and the

fourth indicated that the project had been "somewhat useful" to the school.

One (1) administrator commented that the techniques and knowledge

gaitd by the teachers had been shared so other students benefited and that

the program had a positive effect on student feelings of self-worth. He/she

also noted that the children see it as a privilege to be in tht program and

involvement in it has no negative overtones. Another positive aspect of the

project noted by this administrator was that the newly purchased materials

had been shared with other classrooms. Another administrator commented

that "as this year was the training phase, the proof will be in next year's

results, although there are results now". A fourth administrator qualified

her/his response with the statement that "the project was limited to a small

number of children and was not spread out beyond this group".

Administrator Involvement

6. Given that one of the main goals of this project is that a
collaborative approach be utilized, how satisfied are you with

the opportunities you have had with regards to input into the
project?
Comments/suggestions for improvements.

All four (4) administrators reported that they were "very satisfied" with

the opportunities they had had to provide input into the project. Comments to

the second part of the question included:
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initially I was concerned, but now I have no concerns. I feel
satisfied I've had the opportunity to have input; and,

I was very satisfied due to the Management team being on site.

Project Support

7 . At this point in the project, rate the university staff with
regard to the following areas.

a.) they are approachable

b.) they were willing to answer all my questions

c . ) they empathize with the problems I have to deal with

in the school

d.) they actively look for and encourage my input
e.) they make suggestions that are useful to me

f.) they try to make the project challenging

g. ) they are easy to reach when I need to talk to them

Comments/suggestions for improvement.

With regards to this question, the four administrators rated the

university staff as follows:

a. all four (4) administrators responded that the staff were "always"
approachable.

b. all four (4) administrators stated that the staff were "always"11
willing to answer their questions.

c. three (3) administrators responded that the staff "always"
empathized with their problems, and one (1) replied "sometimes".

d. two (2) administrators responded that the staff "always" looked
for and encouraged administrator input and the two (2) other
replied that this was "sometimes" the case.

e. three (3) of the administrators stated that the university staff
"always" made suggestions that were useful to them and one (1)

reported that this was "sometimes" the case.

f. all four (4) administrators responded that the university staff
"always made the project challenging.
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g one (1) administrators responded that staff were "always"easy to
reach , two (2) replied that this was tme "sometimes"and the
fourth indicated that he/she did not know as the need to call had
not beea frequent.

One comment was made concerning this question:

- The connection between the university and school has been
strong. The management committee has been the biggest source
of information dissemination.

8. In your opinion, how would you rate the support provided to
the program by Inner City Initiative Branch of Manitoba
Education?
Comments/suggestions for improvement.

All four (4) administrators rated the support provided to the

Reading/Writing Immersion program by the Inner City Initiative Branch of

Manitoba Education as being "very good". Comments made by one

administrator included:

Erika has been on top of what is going on. I've been quite
pleased with the support.

Classroom Changes

9 . In your opinion, have changes actually occurred in the
project classroom?
Comments.

All four (4) administrators reported that "yes, a number of changes" had

actually occurred in the project classrooms. Their comments regarding this

were as follows:

The teacher is more accepting of what the youngsters are able
to do and less anxious about skills acquisitions. The teacher is
able to see growth and st -cess where previously there was
frustration. The outlook has improved. Classroom management
has shown improvements as a result of kids being challenged
and programmed for appropriately;

There has been more of a diagnostic approach to
instruction and teaching;
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The teacher has become more aware of the individual learning
styles of the students and better able to assist in the academic
development of the students; and

The teacher's approach to the target group has improved.
Teachers indicate that the students' progress has improved;
however, teachers wonder what will happen to the students next
year. How do we keep them going with motivation?

Program Ouality

10. At this point in time, how would you rate the quality of the
project?
Comments.

Two (2) of the administrators rated the quality of the project as being

"very high", while the two (2) others rated it as "high". Administrator

comments included:

What I need to see more of is other kids making the strides the
target kids are, but maybe I'm expecting too much. What I need
is two or three teachers involved to meet the needs of my student
population that will come down the road; and,

It is my hope that professional development activities and
communication between program teachers at the three schools
will continue possibly 2 or 3 times next year.

SsizuitioRs

11. At this point in time, do you have any suggestions that you
would like to see implemented in order to improve the quality
of the project? If yes, what are they?

In response to this question the administrators made the following

suggestions:

- it is imperative that the project teacher be given adequate
release time to assess, diagnose and provide remediation for
identified students;

- extra support; release time on a less frequent basis than now for
the teacher leader in coming years; a structured approach; a 1/2

day or 1 day inservice for the target teachers for the coming
year, release time for meetings to communicate issues; and,
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- I'm quite quite satisfied right now. But if I had to do it again I
would prefer to see that the teacher not be taken away from the
classroom during school hours. Half-support should begin at the
beginning of the program so that there will be less disruption
and more consistency.

1 2 . Do you have any other comments/concerns that you would like
to add, but haven't been asked?

In response to this question the administrators had these comments or

concerns:

I hope that those people making decisions about funding the
project would reconsider some possible add ons *.hat weren't
predicted in the initial budget; some teachers have suggested
continuing the group of teachers for next year;

I'm really glad I've been involved with the project. It has
benefited the teachers, students and the school. I am optimistic
that the evaluation will have positive results. One concern has
been learning to do without my resource teachcr once a week;
and,

In general, it has been a positive experience. I sense there is
value, but it needs to be a bigger impact on the school
population, even if its only in the primary area. Inservicing is
important in this area; teachers need time to familiarize
themselves with goals etc., and we need a structure that would
ensure continuity.

University Staff Interview Results

This section of the document was writtcn by th: Director of Research

for the Winr.ipeg School Division No.l.

Thc two university mcmbers who wcre responsible for the study group

sessions and school observations were interviewed twice during the first year

The first interview occurred during the second week of December, 1989 and

the second interview occurred during the first week of May, 1990. Each

university professor was interviewed indivioually by the Director of Research
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for the Winnipeg School Division No.1, and the interviews took about 30 to 45

minutes to complete (see Appendix E for a copy of the interview schedules). It

should be noted that the first interview occurred in a face-to-face situation,

while the second was conducted over the telephone. The results of the two

interviews are presented together for comparison purposes

Eis2.7.ramGDAIS_angLSAisslism

In December, 1989 the university members were asked what they

thought the goals and objectives were, and how confident they were that the

goals would be met. The two members agreed thnt the goals of the

Reading/Writing Immersion project were:

1. The empowerment of teachers to feel they are in charge and to
be decision-makers.

2. To develop a core of teachers who are trained in methods of
teaching, reading and writing in an integrated language arts
program.

3. The improvement of children's reading and writing by
improving the skills of the teachers.

In December, both professors were very confident that the goals would

be met because, they said, they believed in teacher empowerment and had

observed changes in the classrooms. By May, one of the university professors

only felt somewhat confident that the goals of the project would be met.

because he had been hoping the teachers would be further ahead in the

program. He felt they had not been able to devote as much time to the project

as he had hoped. The other professor still felt very confident that the goals of

the project would be met.
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Program Support

For the most part, the professors felt they received good support for the

program for the funders, the divisions administrations, the University of

Manitoba, and the principals. Comments indicated that they felt the delay in

the Winnipeg School Division's decision about the funding and starting the

project made things difficult for them. This was because they had not been

able to negotiate a reduced workload. They felt the project should not be added

on to a full-time workload.

The professors felt the school principals provided good support to the

project. In December both professors stated that they perceived a lack of

communication between the principals and the teachers. In May they said

that the principals were providing good support and could provide better

support to the project by being more involved with the teachers (i.e., having

regular meetings; observing the teachers in the classroom).

Training Component

The university members were asked to comment about the collaborative

approach of the project. In December both professors were very satisfied with

the effort the teachers had put into the project. They said that initially the

teachers had been anxious about the process, but that had disappeared. They

said they had seen improvement and growth in the teachers. One professor

mentioned that the the principals were not taking part in the collaboration,

although they (university members) expected that the principals were to be

part of the collaborative approach.

In May one professor was very satisfied with the effort th teachers

we,-e, making to provide input into the project, while the other professor was
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somewhat satisfied. He said that it had taken the teachers awhile to understand

what the collaborative approach was because none had much previous

experience in collaborating.

When asked if there had been changes in the collaboration, both

university members said yes. In December they noted that trust had been

established among the group members (teachers and university members) and

the teachers were, therefore, more open to the goals and objectives One

professor said he had noticed a change in the relationship between the

classroom teachers and the rcsource teachers. In May the university members

said the teachers felt they had more of a stake in the collaborative process an,:

had put more into the project. They felt that there had been a change in

teacher empowerment and that the teachers' expectations had changed.

In December and again in May, both university professors were asked if

they thought that at that point in the project, the project was what they

thought it would be. Both professors felt that the project was very close to

what they expected, and that the pace at which the project had been moving

along was just right. By May both felt that the project was somewhat close to

what they thought it would be. They said with the mix of schools, some schools

were closer to expectations then others. They commented that they had

expected the teachers to have a better understanding of how to reconi da!a on

the students.

However, both professors said that they had seen many positive changes

in the classrooms. By December they had seen changes in instruction,

changes in teachers' attitudes towards students, and changes in thc students.

Again in May, the professors said that many positive changes had occurred

between December and May. There were changes in classroom management
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skills, changes in teachers attitudes towards the capabilities of thcir students,

and changes in instructional strategies.

In May the university members were askcd if they thought the tcachcrs

needed more training. Both said yes, however, both stresscd that it did not

imply that the teachers were lacking. They said that the tcachcrs had

acquired a number of skills and were at the point where thcy needcd

refinement of those skills. One professor said that in any program thcrc was a

need for on-going inservicing becausc as changes occur, new problems or

situations will arisc. Some of the suggested arcas for inscrvicing or

rcfinemcnt of skills wcrc: ( 1) develop clearer understanding of whole

language strategics, (2) how to work with children as a group, (3) how to usc

more of the context of thc classroom in their instruction. (4) how to analyze

what kids do when thcy read and write, and (5) how to collaborate with thelr

pecrs and makc changes.

Observ ationa

During the first part of the project (September to December), the

university members visited each of the classrooms to observe the tcachers and

give them some feedback. Between January and May, the entire group

(tcachcrs and professors) visited each of the classrooms to observe and provide

comments. The university members were asked in December if thc first round

of observations should have begun sooner. Both said no, becausc a level of

trust with the teachers needed to be established before they could go into the

classrooms. However, one professor noted that it would have been beneficial

to have gathered 1-aseline observation data for comparison purposcs.
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Both professors felt the second round of whole group observations had

been nccessary. One professor said he would have liked the group to do morc

of them. As the observations progressed, the group changed from being very

supportive to making more constructive comments. Later on, the group was

more able to make critical, as well as, supportive remarks to thc teachcr being

observed.

Classroom Program

Beginning in January, half-time tcachcrs werc addcd to the three

Winnipcg School Division schools. The half-time tcacher stated in the fall in

the St. James-Assiniboia School Division. During the May interview, the

university members were asked some questions about the role of thc half-time

tcachcr in the project classrooms, about teachers working with the students.

and about the identified students themselves.

Both professors felt that thc role of the half-time teacher was to work

undcr thc direction of classroom teachcr, to allow the teacher time to do rccord

keeping, visit other classrooms, etc. Both university member strongly fch that

the extra half-time teacher was not to be uscd to take over the whole class

while the classroom teacher worked with identified students on a pull-out

basis. One professor comp that in most classrooms the Reading/Writing

Immersion was not bcing implemented as a pull-out program.

The university professors wcre asked how many of the identified

children they expected the teacher to be working with a one time. Both said

that the teacher should be working with all of the children at one time. Thc

instructional strategies that they had bccn shown were small group stratcgics.

not one-to-one strategies. The professors had the expectation that thc teachers
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would work with small groups and incorporate the stratcgies into the larger

group. When thc teachcr is working with identified students, the rcst of thc

class is expcctcd to bc gainfully engaged.

Both professors felt that all of the identified studcnts had improvcd.

Thcy said they had observed a lot of positive growth in the studcnts. For

example, childrcn who had no rcading skills arc now reading, and childrcn

who wcrc only drawing picturcs are now writing using invcntcd spelling.

pro bl em5/Co nee rns

The univcrsity members were asked to comment on any problems or

obstacics thcy had cncountcred with the program, and what had bccn the most

difficult aspccts of implementing thc projcct; to commcnt about thc scicction

process for the schools; and finally, what advicc to givc to anyone initiating a

similar project.

Thc problcms mcntioncd by thc profcssors includcd thc ovcrwhclming

timc commitment requircd of the teachcrs, burcaucratic problems with

ordering materials, problcms with classroom managemcnt and with teachcr

attitudcs. Onc professor fclt that thc time commitment rcquircd of thc tcachcrs

hindercd thc implementation process somcwhat. With all thc dcmands on

tcachers time they were not ablc to devotc as much time as they would havc

liked to thc Reading/Writing Immersion program.

Thc professors also felt therc was a nced for tcachers to changc

attitudes; i.c., somc teachers have to incrcase thcir expcctations for the

children. Thc professors stated that some tcachcrs arc concerncd about all thc

extra factors in the child's lifc and lower their expectations for that child.

Another worry of the professors was their perccption that teachers fcel thcy
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can't run the program by thcmsclvcs. The teachers think that it must bc a

pull-out program because they havc classroom control problems

Finally, onc professor was somewhat satisfied, and thc othcr was

somcwhat dissatisfied with thc process that was used to scicct and idcntify thc

schools and tcachcrs. Thc profcssors fclt there was a problcm with thc

sclection of thc teachers. Somc teachers who initially wcrc involvcd and

intcrcstcd in the projcct did not stay with thc project and wcre rcplaccd. As

wc11, thc univcrsity members fclt that a couple of the tcachcrs fclt at-risk all

thc t;me becausc they werc too new.

Thc advice they would givc to anyone bcginning a similar projcct wouhi

bc:

1. Univcrsity staff need to spend timc in the classrooms bcforc the
project begins to devclop a better undcrstanding of the schook
and their staff. It would also givc the teachcrs a chancc to t et
to know the profcssors.

Makc surc it is a voluntecr situation for thc tcachcrs and that
cveryone has a cicar understanding of what is cxpcctcd in the
project.

3. Havc the principals morc involvcd.

4. Havc the dccisions about the project made sooner.

5. Thc teachers in the project should have an opportunity to wock
with othcr grade 1 teachers in thcir school as thcy arc going
through the program.

Summary

Ovcrall, thc commcnts from thc univcrsity mcmbers about the

Rcading/Writing Immersion projcct wcrc positivc. Thcy fclt thc teachcrs

wcre making a satisfactory cffort towards implcmcnting the program; and that

on the whole, the projcct was going along as expcctcd. Onc point thc
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professors made was they felt the principals could be more involvel in the

project by spending more time with the teachers, and more time in the

classrooms.

Both university members said they had observed positive changes in

the classroom. The teachers and the students had demonstrated a great deal of

positive growth. Teachers were using the instructional strategies, and

children were beginning to read and write, or were improving their reading

and writing ski!ls.

The university members' expectation was that the ReadingPWriting

Immersion project would not be a pull-out remedial program. The main

concern they had with the project was that they felt a few teachers perceived

that the only way to be successful with the identified children was to work

one-to one with the child outside the context of the classroom. The professors

felt that a few teachers needed to raise their expectations of the children and

improve their classroom managemeli. skills.

Overview of the Ethnographic Field Notes

The purpose of the field notes was to record project events, and

participant emotions, reactions and interactions during all phases of tn;

Reading/Writing Immersion Project. Since the individual taking the field

notes was an active member (participant observer), a unique view of the

project was obtained. One that would have otherwise been lost. The

pa.ticipant observer was able to record events as they occurred, rather than

relying on the recall abilities of the participants on a survey. One of the
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dangers related to this method, however, is that the researcher may see things

from a biased perspective (Borg and Gall, 1989).

As indicated in the introduction, the decision to take field notes at every

second meeting was not due to a methodological issue, but rather to a timing

problem. When possible, however, the field notes where taken on a more

frequent bases. Even with the noted restriction of observation opportunities.

at the time of this report, 79 pages of typed data had been collected. Therefore.

due to the immense amount of data to be analyzed, only a partial analysis was

carried out. Fo: similar reasons, only a summary of the data analyses

performed will be provided.

The beginning stage

The initial phase of the project started in September, 1989, and consisted

primarily of study group sessions. Those sessions were held at the university

and initially were very formal in nature. It seemed as if the participants

assumed study group meetings would be similar to typical university lectures.

As a result,they seemed to be searching for structure and it was difficult to

avoid providing what they wanted.

Also, at that time university staff assumed that the participating

teachers knew and understood what the project was about. It quickly became

clear that there was much confusion among group members. They spent a lot

of time in the first three or four meetings attempting to gain an

understanding of the goals and objectives of the project. A few of them madc it

clear that they had not "volunteered" for the project. but were there becausc

thcy had been made to feel they werc "required" to be part of the project.
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In order to reconcile the differing perceptions of the project held by

various group members, the project proposal was reviewed. The fact that the

project was designed to be collaborative in nature was stressed and guidelines

for joint decision making were developed. The concept of teachers as decision

makers was emphasized.

It was aiso pointed out that the project was not one which categorized

students as problems and extracted them from the classroom for remediation.

The fact that this was a classroom based program designed to improve the

reading and writing performance of not only targeted students, but of LI

students was accentuated. This seemed to be a time when all project

participants were developing new understandings about the project or were

rethinking ones they already held.

During the first meetings individuals from the same schools tended to sit

together. Before and after these rieetings the participating teachers spoke

informally with each other, but during sessions continued to maintain the

seating by school arrangement. As the project progressed a common bond

seemed to deve:op and they slowly became a unifial group. However, the

process was not completed until December, 1989. Bv December a more random

seating order started to occur. During January study group meetings, random

order seating arrangements became the most common type of cating.

As previously noted, at the onset of the project it was evident that the

teachers were looking to the university staff to lead the group and to lecture to

them, even though the proposal described the project as collaborative in

nature. On many occasions during the first two months, when the university

staff stopped talking, the rest of the group fell silent. Usually, the university

staff did not fill these voids. Instead, their actions suggested they were
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attempting to get the teachers to accept joint responsibility for the project.

During this phase of the p .oject, the university staff often remarked that this

was a collaborative project and not a university course. These remarks were

more obvious attempts at establishing the "teacher as decision maker" role

within the group.

During the first three months of the project, it was apparent that there

was a of lack of risk taking on the part of the teachers. For example, at that

time the teachers were asked to think about how they would identify students

who were encountering difficulties and to begin collecting some student

performance data. They were asked to share their ideas and the data they

collected at the next study group session. Also, it was suggested that as part of

the learning other group members would provick feedback regarding their

efforts. Student performance data was collected, however, teacher behaviors

in the next session indicated that they were reluctant to share that

information with other group members. As a result, the univeisity staff asked

for volunteers to present the data they had collected. The teachers reluctantly

agreed to this. However, they tended to maintain control over the material by

talking about it, but not passing it around the group. In addition, the

information presented was limited and general in nature. The university staff

did considerable probing in order to get the discussion flowing. Also, when

teachers from one school spoke, the teachers from the other schools remained

silent.

Another indication of limited risk taking was the silence that met initial

attempts at collaborative session Warming. During the first few study group

sessions, when asked for suggestions, ideas and opinions the typical teacher

response was silence.
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Fin Ily, initially here was a great deal of concern about the use of the

half-time teachers. The teachers were troubled by the fact that during the

the second and third stages of the project, they would be away from their

classrooms often. They worried about the effect this would have on their

students, and what parent reaction would be to these absences.

The middle stage

By the end of October, 1990, the teachers had started to take joint

ownership in the project. They began to make suggestions regarding meeting

agendas, discussion topics, and establishing timelines for critical project goals

and objectives. In fact, during the last meeting in October, the teachers met as

a group, without Gerry and Gary present, and discussed how they felt about the

project. They also met independently and decided what they wanted to cover

in future study group sessions. They were beginning to act as independent

decision makers and a unified group.

During the months of December and January, the amount of risk taking

i creased dramatically. Discussions were free flowing and all members were

actively participating. When teachers/schools presented information it was

passed around for all to inspect and the teachers were asking most of the

questions. In fact, in some cases the teachers were interrupting the

university staff in order to ask questions or to direct the discussion in a

different direction. By this point in time, when silence occurred, it generally

signaled that the topic under discussion had been exhausted.

During this period, study group discussions indicated the teachers were

trying a number of the strategies suggested by either university staff or other

group members. Also, as the date for classroom observations approached, a
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new set of issues arose. These issues focused on the who, what, when, where

and whys of the observations. Once again, the teachers expressed uncertainty

about the function of the half-time teachers and concern about being away

from their classes for any length of time. Questions were also asked about how

they were going to work with their five chosen R/W1 students.

Finally, it was at this time that the teachers began asking for the

theories supporting the strategies and materials suggested for classroom use.

They also were experimenting with new student data collection procedures and

testing various ways to collate and analyze that data. The first steps were

being taken to identifying the students they would work with.

The observation stage

This stage covered the months of February through April, 1990. During

this stage the emphasis was on actually working with the R/WI students and

the group observations. For group observation purposes the teachers visited

each other's classroom twice. These sessions took place in the mornings, and

the group met back at the university in the afternoons.

The first round of observations went very well. The group sat quietly

during the observation periods and did not interact with the students in the

classrooms. The students, with a few minor exceptions, ignored the visitors

and just went on with their work. In the debriefing sessions afterwards, there

were many discussions regarding the classroom strategies observed, and

suggestions were made. These suggestions were always made in a positive

light. That is, initial discussion focused on the positive aspects of the

instruction and student performance, then suggestions were made that the

teacher might want to consider trying. During these sessions, the teachers
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being observed also asked questions of the observers. On a number of

occasions, the teachers being observed asked for assistance with

strategies/techniques they felt they were not having success with. Often they

seemed to be seeking confirmation of their own opinions. At this point there

was a great deal of risk taking going on within the group.

The second round of observations, however, did not appear to go as well

as the first round. During these observations, observers frequently became

actively involved with the students and there was a great deal of talking

among group members. Discussions following these observations periods were

frequently off-topic. The teacher often got into side discussions during the

formal part of the meeting. There appeared to be boredom with the second

round of observations.

The focus of the afternoon sessions began to slowly shift during the last

two months. Concerns now appeared to focus more on the effects of the

prog lm on the students and what was going to happen next year. Even

though one of the goals of the project was to work with students within the

classroom setting, participants from two of the four schools expressed a strong

concern that the project would not work unless "extra staff" were provided and

e students were tutored on a "one-on-one" basis. In fact, individuals from

these two schools attributed this year's successes to the participation of the

half-time teachers. The university staff reaffirmed that there would be no

extra money available for hiring additional staff. However, these individuals

remained cenvinced that a one-to-one relationship was necessary for student

progress.

Another issue during this time period was that the final reports had to

be written. The )bjective of the school reports is to providc... (a) information
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on the progress of the students who took part in the project; (b) a plan for the

continuation and explanation of the project in year two; and, (c) participant

reflections of the project. The teachers expressed concern about what they

should include in the report, the structure of the report, and who would read

the reports.

The same individuals who were convinced of the need for one-to-one

programming expressed the desire to retain certain students. The university

staff were concerned that the teachers were unaware of the research

regarding the effects of retention on students. As a result of this initial

discussion, the group decided to collect related journal articles, and one study

giJup session was spent discussing the merits and drawbacks of retaining

students.

A final issue of concern was that of student follow-up. The teachers

were worried about the future progress of this year's students and it seemed

they thought that they might somehow enhance this progress by collecting

follow-up data. When informed that the project did not provide for collecting

follow-up data on first year students, the teachers wrote a proposal to Inner

City Initiative requesting funds for that purpose. The university staff

supported the proposal and indicated they would be willing to supply some

technical support, but that the teachers themselves would carry it out.

CONCLUSMNS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the results of the process evaluation, it was concluded that,

while there were some minor problems in the project, overall the :oject was

a success. The comments of the participating teachers, university staff and
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administrators were generally positive. Their comments indicated that: (a) the

project provided them with useful information, (b) for the most part they were

certain that changes had been made, (c) the changes were of a permanent

nature, (d) the students selected for the project benefited from it, and (e) other

students in each class also benefited. While the perception of student benefits

was reported these findings should be confirmed next year by an outcome

evaluation.

Participants also reported that they played a collaborative role in the

project. That is, they stated that they were able to suggest items for meeting

agendas and materials/readings for discussion. Finally, the partkipaiing

teachers were, for the most part, happy with the amount of support they

received from university staff, school administrators and Inner City Initiative

personnel.

There are, however, some concerns that need to be addressed. The

critical concerns expressed by the participants (teachers and university staff)

were:

1. that too much information in the form of materials/readings
were presented,

2. that the materials/readings were covered too rapidly;

3. that follow-up of the materials by the university staff was
inadequate;

4. that there appeared to be an unmet expectation for more
concrete suggestions for the classroom;

5. that the university staff did not fully empathize with
participants regarding the problems they experience in the
classroom;

6. that participants put far more time into the project than they

had expected;
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7. that they were spending too much ime away from their
students;

8. that the project would not work unless "extra staff" were
provided and the students were tutored on a "one-on-one" basis;

9. that they did not "volunteer" for the project and were not fully
aware of the goals and objectives of the project;

10. that the teachers were unaware of the research regarding the
effects of retention on students:

11. that contrary to survey responses, ethnographic data indicated
that the second round of group observations seemed to cause
boredom;

12. that some teachers were so concern about outside factors in the
child's life that they had lowered expectations for student
perform ance; and

13. that project approval was so delayed that university staff were
unable to make adjustments in their workloads.

Recommendations

Based on an analysis of the information collected, the following

recommendations are made:

1. It is recommended that the decision process for initiating projects
such as this one be conducted more efficiently. For example, due to
the delayed funding of the project, the university staff paid a
number of project bills out of their own pockets. This would have
lead to serious consequences if the project had not been funded. In

addition, the late approval of the project funding resulted in: (a) the

delay in the collection of baseline data; (b) preventing university
staff from adjusting their teaching schedules:: and (c) the
cancelation o f a pre-program introduction for project participants.

2. Based on our experiences, we recommend that project facilitators
(i.e., university staff) be involved in the selection of project
participants. This would have been more in keeping with the
collaborative nature of the project and would have allowed division
personnel to make a more informed decision regarding their
involvement. Ethnographic data indicated that two of the
participants did not believe that a classroom based approach would
work. Rather, they felt that in order to have a positive effect on at-
risk students, it is necessary that they be worked with on a one-to-
one basis. This is in direct contradiction of the project's philosophy.
Attitudes of this sort may have adversely affected the project's
outcomes.
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3. It is recommended that the teachers be free to opt in or out of
projects such as R/WI. Comments by some teachers made it clear
they felt they had no choice but to take part in the project, and
resented that fact. This resentment likely had a negative effect on
some aspects the project.

4. It is recommended that R/WI participants be allowed to opt Out of the
second year of the project if they so desire.

5. It is recommended that the classroom observation period begin
earlier in the program and that a space between the first and second
round of observations be added in order to prevent the participants
from becoming bored.

6. It is recommended that the university staff review the amount of
material that was presented to project participants, as they
complained that too much material was presented too fast.

7. Based on the ethnographic data, it is recommended that the
principals play a more active part within the R/WI project. One
possible way for them to do this is for each school to establish a
management team structure within the school. This would allow for
the principal to assume a visible role within the project and might
could provide an opportunity for additional school staff to become
involved in the project.

8. Again, from the ethnographic data, it is recommended that the
purchasing of materials be made easier for the schools. School staff
revorted that divisi:At procedures delayed the ordering and
receiving of materials. This often interfered with the smooth
running of tht: project. That is, experimentation with new teaching
techniques were sometimes delayed for a month due to the inability
to order and receive materials quickly.

In conclusion, this past year has been a positive one for both the

teacher participants and the university participants. It has allowed for the

two groups to come together and work collaboratively in an attempt to

experiment with alternative approaches to teaching at-risk students. This

project not only allowed the teachers an opportunity for professional growth.

but had a similar impact on the university staff. Spending time in classrooms

and communicating with teachers and students gave university staff the

chance to link their instructional concepts and actions to actual itudent and
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teacher performance. It is our impression that this resulted in improved

decision making at both the university and public school levels. Through this

project all participants gained an undcrstanding that there is no onc best way

to improve instruction or teach all students. It became evident that effective

teachcrs are those who tend to view an instructional plan as an hypothcsis or

informed prediction, and are willing and able to change how thcy teach.
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READING/WRITING IMMERSION: A DECISION MAKING
LITERACY DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

TEACHER SURVEY RESULTS FOR OCTOBER 19, 1989

One of the conditions of the funding for this project is that it be evaluated. The
purpose of this survey is to collect information from the participants of the
project in order to provide evaluative information to the funder and also to
provide information that will assist in making improvements, if needed, to the
project. As previously discussed with you, all responses will be kept
completely confidential! Therefore, do not include your name
anywhere on this survey!

Please complete and return this survey in the envelop provided. The surveys
will be read and scored by the assigned research assistant. We will only see
the compiled data and not the individual forms that you complete. After the
data has been compiled, it will be shared with you at one of our meetings.

Please read each question carefully. For each question, find the response
which best represents you opinion and circle it. If you need more space for
writing in comments/suggestions, use the back of the page. If you have any
questions concerning the survey, we will be more than happy to answer them
We would like to thank you in advance for taking the time to assist us in the
very important task of evaluating the Reading/Writing Immersion Project.

1. Do you feel that you are aware of all of tl-e goals and objectives of this
program?

J (42.4%) 1.) yes.
4 (57.1%1 2.) no.

Comments/suggestions.

I get a sense of other objectives (1 participant).

I Goal/objectives may change with time
(1 participant).

I
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I . MEETINGS

2. The meeting for the Reading/Writing Immersion Program have been held
in the Faculty of Education at the University of Manitoba. How do you feel
about this location?

4 (57.1%) 1.) the location is fine.
2 (28.6%) 2.) the location is too far from my home school.
1 (14.3%) 3.) it does not matter to me where the meetings are held.

3. Rate the room in which the meetings have been held in by circling the
most appropriate response.

a.) room is clean

b.) room is well lighted

c.) size of the room is
adequate

Very Very
Good 012ad Poor Poor

57.1% 42.9& 0% 0%

42.9% 42.9% 14.3% 0%

42.9% 57.1% 0% 0%

d.) temperature of room is 14.3% 0%
comfortable

14.3% 71.4%

4. In your opinion, how would you rate the overall organization of the
meetings held so far?

0 (0.0%) I.) meetings have been very wen organi7ed.
7 (100%) 2.) meetings have been well organized.
D (0.0%) 3.) meetings have been poorly organized.
0 (0.0%) 4.) meetings have been very poorly organized.

Comments/suggestions for improvement.

- Time for more structure (1 participant).
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5. Given that one of the main goals of this project is that a collaborative
approach be utilized, how satisfied are you with the opportunities you
have had with regards to input into the agendas of the meetings?

4 (57.1%)
j (42.9%)
o ( 0.0%)
o ( 0.0%)

1 ) very satisfied.
2.) somewhat satisfied.
3.) somewhat dissatisfied.
4.) not at all satisfied.

Comments/suggestions for improvements.

No comments/suggestions made.

6. When you have made suggestions with regards to the meeting agendas. did
you feel that your suggestions were given adequate consideration?

(42.9%) 1.) very adequate consideration.
3 (42.9%) 2.) adequate consideration.
.1 (14.3%) 3.) were considered, but not adequately.

( 0.0%) 4.) were not considered at all.

Comments/suggestions.

- It really made the idea of collaboration true
(1 participant).
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I I. MATERIALS/READINGS

7. Overall, how would you rate the quality of the materials/readings that
have been provided to you?

2 (28.6%) 1.) very high quality.
5 (71.4%) 2.) high quality.

( 0.0%) 3.) poor quality.
D ( 0.0%) 4.) very poor quality.

Comments/suggestions.

More sharing of materials as this is the best way
of assessing materials (1 participant).

Without the tapes referred to in the text, I am at
a bit of a loss (1 participant).

Too many readings per week (1 participant).

8. Do you feel that the materials/readings provided to you thus far has
presented:

(28.6%) 1.) mostly new information.
5 (71.4%) 2.) a half-and-half mixture ot new and old information.

( 0.0%) 3.) mostly old information that I already knew.

9. Overall, how would you rate the usefulness of the materials/readings
provided to you?

5 (71.4%1 1.) very useful.
2 (28.6%) 2.) somewhat useful.
D 0.0%1 3.) not very useful.

( 0.0%) 4.) not at all useful.

Comments/suggestions for improvement.

Not all materials provided have been of
immediate use, bu, will be used later
(1 participant).

Applying ideas for the readings (1 participant).
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10. How would you rate the amount of information that has been provided to
you?

2 (28.6%) 1.) far too much material.
4 (57.1%) 2.) just a little too much material to be read in one week.
1 (14.3%) 3.) the right amount.
0 ( (0%) 4.) could have dealt with a little more material each week.
I) ( 0.01.1 5.) far too little in the way of materials/readings were

provided.

Comments/suggestions for improvement.

Getting behind (2 participants).

Designate participants to read certain materials,
then verbally report back (1 participant).

Not interested in everything given
(1 participant).

11. How adequate was the university staff follow-up to the materials/readings
(i.e., willingness to discuss/explain ideas presented in the
materials/readings)?

1 (14.3%1 1.) very adequate.
5 (71.4%) 2.) adequate.
1 (14.3%) 3.) somewhat adequate.
0 ( 0.0%) 4.) not at all adequate.

Comments/suggestions for improvement.

Too much material for university staff to follow
up on (2 participants).

University staff questioned more than discussed
or explained (1 participant).

People on the project should ask for the
discussion of all articles (1 participant).
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12. Do you feel that the materials/readings given to you covered the topic
areas that you thought would be covered when you started the program?

4 (57.1%) 1.) yes, very few surprises.
3(42,,,9al 2.) yes, but there were a number of areas I did not expect to

be covered.
0 ( 0.0%) 3.) no, there were a lot of areas covered that I did not expect.

13. Were there topic areas you would have liked to have received
materials/readings on, but did not?

2 (28.6%) 1.) yes.
5 (71.4%) 2.) no.

If yes, what were those topic areas?

Understanding writ:ng (1 participant).

Invented spelling (1 participant).

14 Given that this is a collaborative project, did you feel that you could
suggest materials/readings for the group?

7 (100%) 1.) yes.
0 ( 0.0%) 2.) no.

Comments/suggestions

- Don't know of any at present (1 participant).
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15. In your opinion, how would you rate the pace at which the
material/readings have been presented?

HI.

the pace has been very fast.
the pace has been fast, but not unreasonable.
the pace has been just right.
the pace has been slow.
the pace has been very slow.

Comments/suggestions.

This is only true of some weeks and when the
pace was slowed (1 participant).

After teaching all day s id rushing out here it's
hard to digest a lot of new material
(1 participant).

PROJECT EXPECTATIONS

16. At this point in the project, is the project:

2 (28.6%1 1.)

4 (57.1%1 2.)
0 ( 0.0%) 3.)
1 (14.3%) 4.)

If not what you

exactly what you thought it would be.
very close to what you thought it would be.
somewhat close to what you thought it would be.
not at all what you thought it to be.

thought, how is it different?

Thought we would have received more concrete
ideas of what to do with specific kids
(2 participants).

I get the sense that my expectations are not
always university staff expectations
(1 participant).

Did not realize that I would be providing
explanation on how to teach inner city students
(1 participant).
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17. Are the topic areas that have been covered to this date, the topic area that
you thought would be covered?

$ (71.4%) 1.) yes.
0 ( 0.0%) 2.) no.

In no, how is it different?

- I felt strategies and material selection could
be covered by now (1 participant).

Thought 'how tos' would be more specific
(1 participant).

also

18. Is the project

1142.9%)

turning out to be as useful to you as you thought it would be?

1.) yes, very useful.
4 (57.1%) 2.) yes, somewhat useful.
0 ( 0.0%) 3.) no, not very useful.
0__J_0.0%) 4.) no, not at all useful.

Comments/suggestions for improvements.

- I expect usefulness will increase as time goes on
(1 participant).

- With more structure coming, I

useful (1 participant).
will find it more

Not all schools are doing things at the same time,
therefore I find it difficult to compare ideas,
techniques 1 participant).
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19. List the three most important things that you thought you would get out of
the project.

Effective teaching strategies in reading and
writing (7 participants).

Communication. Talk with other teachers
(2 participants).

Chance to set up a really good lit, based program
(2 participants).

At this point in the project, how confident are you that t ,e above three
expectations will be reached?

3 (42.25z1 1 .) very confident.
4 (57.1%) 2.) somewhat confident.
0_1_0.0%) 3.) not very confident.
0 ( 0.0%) 4.) not at all confident.

Why or why not?

Much of what is discussed/read each week is
applicable to me (1 participant).

Don't know if I'm doing the right thing
(1 participant).

The teachers are willing to share, discuss and
assess together (1 participant).
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IV.SUPPORT FOR THE PROJECT

20. In your opinion, how would you rate the university members of the group
in the areas listed below?

AlwayR Sometimes Never

a.) they are approachable

b.) they value my opinions

c.) they treated me as a
professional

d.) they were willing to
answer all my questions

e.) they empathize with the
problems I have to deal
with in the classroom

f.) they suggest rather than
dictate or criticize

g.) they actively look for and
encourage my input

h . ) they help me feel more
confident about what I do in
the classroom

i.) they make suggestions that
are useful to me

j.) they try to make the project
challenging

100% 0% 0%

85.7% 14.3% 0%

100% 0% 0%

100% 0 % 0%

28.6% 71.4% 0%

85.7% 14.3% 0%

85.7% 14.3% 0%

28.6% 57.1% 0%

28.6% 57.1% 0%

85.7% 14.3% 0%

Comments/suggestions for improvement.

No ....sponses made.
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21. In your opinion, how would you rate the support provided to the program
by Inner City Initiative Branch of Manitoba Education?

0 ( 0.0%1 1.) very good.
4 (57.1%) 2.) good.
0 ( 0.0%) 3.) poor.
0 ( 0,0%1 4.) very poor.

Comments/suggestions for improver..

More clarification as to expectations
(1 participant).

- Erika has visited my school
(1 participant).

and my class

Too soon to comment (1 participant).

22. In your opinion, how would you rate the support being provided to this
program from your school's administrator(s)?

2_ (28.6%) 1.) very good.
4 (57.1%) 2.) good.
1 (14.3%) 3.) poor.
0 ( 0.0%) 4.) very poor.

Comments/suggestions for improvements.

More talk time (1 participant).

Need more understanding of program's objectives
(1 participant).

They are unclear as why classroom teacher is
excluded from management (1 participant).
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V . PROGRAM USEFULNESS AND FINAL COMMENTS

23. Givcn that the program has just bcgun, how would your ratc thc following
1 t C ril S ,)

a.)

4

I find that

(57A %1

thc

1.)

information prescntcd so far has bccn:

vcry uscful
3 (42.9%1 2.) useful.
0 ( 0.0%) 3.) somewhat uscful.
9 ( 0.0%) 4.) not at all uscful.

b.) I find that I am alrcady trying out somc of the idcasAcchniques
in my classroom.

6 (85.7%1 1.) ycs.
D ( 0.0%1 2.) no.

c.) I find that I have alrcady adoptcd somc of thc Ricas/techniques
part of what I do in my classrcorn.

5. (71.4%) 1.) ycs.
1 (143%) 2.) no.

d.) Based on your expericnccs thus far. what do you fed is thc
probability that you will makc changcs to what you do in the
classroom?

5 (71.4%) 1.) I am 100% ccrtain I will make changcs.
I. (14.3%) 2.) I am 85% ccrtain I will makc changcs.
0 ( 0.0%) 3.) I am 50% ccrtain I will makc changcs.
1} ( 0.0%1 4.) I am 25% ccrtain I will make changcs.
0 ( 0.0%1 5.) I am 100% ccrtain that I will not make changes

Commcnts.

I used some of these ideas/techniques
program (2 participants).

I will always be making changes (1

8 0

as

before the

participant).
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24. If you could change one thing about the program, what would it bc?

More research data (1 participant).

inMore specific as .... p12ns and goals
(1 participant).

University staff need to say more - be more a
part of the discussions (1 participant).

25 At this point in time, do you have any suggcstions that you have not
already made earlier in this survey for improving thc Reading/Wrizing
Immersion Project? If so, what arc they?

- Higher component of professional development
(1 participant).

Share lists of good children's literature
(1 participant).

- More individual
(1 participant).

attention in the classroom

26. Do you have any other comments/concerns that you would like to add. but
haven't been askcd?

- I feel that the implications
(1 participant).

are constant

- This project has been positively forcing me to
develop myself in the areas of reading and
writing (1 participant).

sometimes there is a clique (1 participant).

THANK YOU!
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READING/WRITING IMMERSION: A DECISION MAKING
LITERACY DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

SECOND TEACHER SURVEY

JANUARY 17, 1990

One of the conditions of the funding for this project is that it be evaluated. The
purpose of this survey is to collect information from the participants of the
project in order to provide evaluative information to the funder and also to

provide information that wiH assist in making improvements, if needed, to the
project. As previously discussed with you, all responses will be kept
completely confidential! Therefore, do not include your name
anywhere on this survey!

Please complete and return this survey in the enveiop provided. The surveys
will be read and scored by the assigned research assistant. We will only see
the compiled data and not the individual forms that you complete. After the
data has been compiled, it will be shared with you at one of our meetings.

Please read each question carefully. Since this is the second
questionnaire, your answers should be based on the events that
have occurred since the first survey. Do not base your answers on
events that took place before the first survey! For each question,
find the response which best regresenu you opinion and circle it. If you
need more space for writing in comments/suggestions, use the back of the
page. If you have any questions concerning the survey, we will be more than
happy to answer them. We would like to thank you in advance for taking the
time to assist us in the very important task of evaluating the Reading/Writing
Immersion Project.

1. Do you feel that you are aware of all of the goals and objectives of this
program?

6 (85.7%i 1.) yes.
1 (14.3%) 2.) no.

Comments/suggestions.

My students, their parents, the school and I did
not expect that someone else could/would take
over the L.A. peogrtm after Christmas (i.e., the
1/2 time teacher). (1 participant)
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2. Rate the room in which the meetings have been held in by circliox. the
most appropriate response.

Very Very
Good Good Poor Poor

a.) room is clean 57.1% 42.9% 0% 0%

b.) room is well lighted 57.1% 42.9% 0% 0%

c.) size of the room is 71.4% 14.3% 14.3% 0%
adequate

d.) temperature of room is 28.6% 14.3% 42.9% 14.3%
comfortable

3. In your opinion, how would you rate the overall organization of the
meetings held so far?

0 ( 0.0%) 1.) meetings have been very well organized.
7 (100%) 2.) meetings have been well organized.
D ( 0.0%) 3.) meetings have been poorly organized.
0 ( 0.0%) 4.) meetings have been very poorly organized.

Comments/suggestions for improvement.

Reduce the amount of wasted time, i.e., late
people/room shuffles (2 participants).

- Discourage/stop conversations during survey
time - today was disgusting (1 participant).

- Discourage early exits (1 participant).

4. Given that one of the main goals of this project is that a collaborative
approach be utilized, how satisfied are you with the opportunities you
have had with regards to input into the agendas of the meetings?

2 (28.6%) 1.) very satisfied.
5 (71.4%) 2.) somewhat satisfied.
0 ( fl.Weil 3.) somewhat dissatisfied.
1._( OA%) 4.) not at all satisfied.
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Comments/suggestions for improvements.

I feel I can make suggestions and then see those
su2gestions addressed at the next meeting
(1 participant).

5. When you have made suggestions with regards to the meeting agendas. old
you feel that your suggestions were given adequate consideration?

3 (42.9%) 1.) very adequate consideration.
4 (57.1%1 2.) adequate consideration.
0 ( 0.0%) 3.) were considered, but not adequately.
0 ( 0.0%) 4.) were not considered at all.

Comments/suggestions.

No comments;suggestions made.

II. MATERIALS/READINGS

6. Overall, how would you rate the quality of the materials/readings that
have been provided to you?

2 (28.6%) 1.) very high quality.
5 (71.4%) 2.) high quality.
0 ( 0.0%) 3.) poor quality.
0 ( 0.0%) 4.) very poor quality.

Comments/suggestions.

No comments/suggestions made.

7. Do you feel that the materials/readings provided to you thus far has
presented:

2 (28.6%) 1.) mostly new information.
5 (71.4%) 2.) a half-and-half mixture of new and old information.
0 i OA%) 3.) mostly old information that I already knew.
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8. Overall, how would you rate the usefulness of the materials/readings
provided to you?

(42.9%1 1.) very useful.
4 (57.1%) 2.) somewhat useful.
D ( 0.0%) 3.) not very useful.
9 ( 0.0%) 4.) not at all useful.

Comments/suggestions for improvement.

On December 7, we were given several phonics
articles based on another (1st.) article. I
checked my handouts and don't think we ever
had the 1st. article (1 participant).

9. How would you rate the amount of information that has been provided to
009Y

Z (28.6%) 1.) far too much material.
2 (28.6%) 2.) just a little too much material to be read in one week.
3 (42.9%) 3.) the right amount.
O ( 0.0%) 4.) could have dealt with a Huh; more material each week.
0 ( 0.9%) 5.) far too little in the way of materials/readings were

provided.

Comments/suggestions for improvement.

Some weeks are more hectic at school. Too much
when combined with much reading
(1 participant).

10. How adequate was the university staff follow-up to the materials/readings
(i.e., willingness to discuss/explain ideas presented in the
materials/readings)?

1 (143%) 1.) very adequate.
2 (28.6%) 2.) adequate.
3 (42.9%1 3.) somewhat adequate.
.1(I431¢.1 4.) not at all adequate.

Comments/suggestions for improvement.

- Tended to move too quickly (2 par,icipants).
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I would like to see more time spent on this
(1 participant).

Although intended to return to material - did not
(1 participant).

11. Do you feel that the materials/readings given to you covered the topic
areas that you thought would be covered when you started the program?

3 (42.9%) 1.) yes, very few surprises.
4 (57.1%) 2.) yes, but there were a number of areas I did not expect to

be covered.
0 ( 0.0%1 3.) no, there were a lot of areas covered that I did not expect.

12. Were there topic areas you would have liked to have received
materials/readings on, but did not?

2 (28.6%) 1.) yes.
4 (571%) 2.) no.

If yes, what were those topic areas?

Invented spelling (1 participant).

Reading and writing instructional strategies
(1 participant)

13. Given that this is a collaborative project, did you feel that you could
suggest materials/readings for the group?

7 (100%) 1.) yes.
0 ( 0.0%' 2.) no.

Comments/suggestions

No comments/suggestions made.
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14. In your opinion, how would you rate the pace at which the
material/readings have been presented%

4 (57.1121 1.) the pace has been very fast.
1 (14.3%) 2.) the pace has been fast, bu. not unreasonable.
1 (14.3%) 3.) the pace has been just risht.
Laujai 4.) the pace has been slow.
9 ( 0.0%) 5.) the pace has been very slow.

Comments/suggestions.

- Pace is either fast or slow and boring
(1 participant).

15. How useful was it to have the two book displays as part of our sessions?

5 (71.4%) 1.) very useful.
2 (28.6%) 2.) somewhat useful.
0 ( 0.0%) 3.) not very useful.
9 ( 0.0%) 4.) not at all useful.

Comments/suggestions.

Nov. 30th was great - many books and lots of time
to look (1 participant).

Great opportunity to discuss specific books with
project members (1 participant).
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I I I . SCHOOL VISITS

16. How helpful were observations/suggestions made during the school visits
in focusing the intent of the program?

j (14.3%) 1.) very useful.
4 (57.1%) 2.) somewhat useful.
D ( 0.0%1 3 ) not very useful.
0 ( _3,151 4.) not at all useful.

Comments/suggestions for improvement.

Sometimes I found the observer too critical
(1 participant).

- Observer could observe the behavior of 1 or 2

kids that I cannot see while teaching the whole
class (1 participant).

- I was not observed (1 participant).

17. How helpful were the school visits in assisting you to make connections
between the material/ccntent presented in the sessions at the university
and what you do with kids?

1 (14.3%) 1.) very useful.
4 (57.1%) 2.) somewhat useful.
f) ( 0.0%) 3.) not very useful.
D ( 0.0%) 4.) not at all useful.

Comments/suggestions for improvement.

- I was not observed (1 participant).
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18. Do you have any other comments/concerns that you would like to add
about the school visits?

I am finding the school visits very helpful -

advice is practical (2 participants).

Profs try to come when the teacher wants them
(1 participant).

Visits need a meeting away from distractions
(1 participant).

IV. PROJECT EXPECTATIONS

19. At this point in the project, is the project:

2, (28.6%) 1.) exactly what you thought it would be.
5 (71.4%) 2.) very close to what you thought it would be.
0 ( 0.0%) 3.) somewhat close to what you thought it would be.
0 ( Ofi%) 4.) not at all what you thought it to be.

If not what you thought, how is it different?

I thought it would be more directed until I found
out by questioning that it was supposed to be
unstructured (1 participant).

20. Are the topic areas that have been covered since the last survey, the topic
area that you thought would be covered?

7 (100%) 1.) yes
0 ( 0.0%) 2.) no.

In no, how is it different?

No comments/suggestions made.
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21. Is the project turning out to be as useful to you as you thought it would be?

i j.42,2221 1.) yes, very useful.
4 (57.1%1 2.) yes, somewhat useful.
0 ( 0.0%) 3.) no, not very useful.
0 ( 0.0%) 4.) no, not at all useful.

Comments/suggestions for improvements.

No comments/suggestions made.

22. At this point, how confident are you that your expectations for the project
will be reached?

J (42.9%) 1.) very confident.
4 (57.1%) 2.) somewhat confident.
0 ( QQ22.), 3.) not very confident.
II 0.0%) 4.) not at all confiaent.

Why or why not?

- We seem to be moving in the right direction
(1 participant).

23 Going back to September, was the time you have put into the project:

5 (71.4%) 1.) much more than you expected
1 (14.3%) 2.) a bit more than you expected
0 ( 0.0%) 3.) just what you expected
0 ( 0.0%) 4.) a bit less than you expected
1 04.3%) 5.) a lot less than you expected

Do you have any additional comment/concerns/suggestions to make
regarding the amount of time taken up by this project?

I am away from my class too much
(1 participant).

I need more prep time due to these Tues. meetings
(1 participant).

- I worked long and hard on the write-up for
project in order to meet the Dec. 7 deadline
(1 participant).
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24. If you had the choice, would you want to be able to receive university
course credit for this project?

6_(1I.1.22.1 1.) yes.
a I 0..0%) 2.) no.
1 (14.3%) 3.) undecided

V . SUPPORT FOR THE PROJECT

25. In your opinion, how would you rate
in the areas listed below?

the university members

Aiwayl ionsainsi

of the group

Never

a.) they are approachable 100% 0% 0%

b.)

c.)

they value my opinions

they treated me as a

85.7% 14.3% 0%

d.)

1 rofessional

they were willing to

57.1% 42.9% 0%

e.)

answer all my questions

they empathize with the
problems I have to deal

71.4% 14.3% 0%

f.)

with in the classroom

they suggest rather than

42.9% 57.1% 0%

g.)

dictate or criticize

they actively look for and

85.7% 14.3% 0%

h.)

encourage my input

they help me feel more
confident about what I do in

85.7% 14.3% 0%

i.)

the classroom

they make suggestions that

28.6% 57.1% 0%

j.)

are useful to me

they try to make the project

42.9% 57.1% 0%

challenging 85.7% 14.3% 0%

Comments/suggestions for improvement.

No comments/suggestions made.
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26. In your opinion, how would you rate the support provided to the program
by Inner City Initiative Branch of Manitoba Education?

3 (42.9%) 1.) very good.
3 (42.9%) 2.) good.
0 ( 0.0%) 3.) poor.
0 ( 0.0%1 4.) very poor.

Comments/suggestions for improvement..

- Erika visited once (1 participant).

27. In your opinion, how would you rate the support being provided to this
program from your school's aciministrator(s)?

1 (14.3%) 1.) very good.
A (85.7%) 2.) good.
f?, ( 0.0%1 3.) poor.
0 ( 0.0%) 4.) very poor.

Comments/suggestions for improvements.

No comments/suggestions made.

VI.PROGRAM USEFULNESS AND FINAL COMMENTS

28. Given that this is the approximate midpoint in first year of the project.
how would your rate the following items?

a.) I find that the information presented so far has been:

4 (57.1%) 1.) very useful.
3 J42.9%) 2.) useful.
0 ( 0.0%) 3.) somewhat useful.
ILL_Q,Diel 4.) not at all useful.

b.) I find that I am already trying out some of the ideas/techniques
in my classroom.

6. (85.7%1 1.) yes.
9 ( 0.0%) 2.) no.
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c ) I find that I have already adopted some of the ideas/techniques as
part of what I do in my classroom.

(100%) 1.) yes.
E1 4.0%) 2.) no.

d.) Based on your experiences thus far, what do you feel is the
probability that you will make changes to what you do in the

classroom?

3 (42.9%) 1.) I am 100% certain I will make changes.
4 (57.1%1 2.) I am 85% certain I will make changes.
0 0.0%1 3.) I am 50% certain I will make changes.
0 ( 0.0%1 4.) I am 25% certain I will make changes.
LI 0.0%) 5.) I am 100% certain that I will not make changes

Comments.

Project has helped make it easier to present a

rationale for what happens in the classroom
(1 participant).

29 Given the events between the first survey and now, if you could change
one thing about the program, what would 't be?

Expectations on all sides could have been
expressed and discussed more fully
(1 participant).

More time spent on book studies (1 participant).

30. Given what has taken place between the first survey and now, do you have
any suggestions that you have not already made earlier in this survey Cor

improving the Reading/Writing Immersion Pr.,ject? If so, what arc they )

If we needed a text from this bookstore, let us go

and buy it when we're out here - I didn't
appreciate coming back here for a 2 min.
purchase (1 participant).
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If we are going to do something on the following
Tues. - everyone should be sure they know about
it (1 participant).

31. Do you have any other comments/concerns that you would like to add, but
haven't been asked?

I have reservations about organizations and
record keeping (1 participant).

It's great - it is beginning to all come together
(1 participant).

THANK YOU!
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APPENDIX C

THIRD TEACHER SURVEY RESULTS
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READING/WRITING IMMERSION: A DECISION MAKING
LITERACY DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

THIRD TEACHER SURVEY

MARCH 21, 1990

One of the conditions of the funding for this project is that it be evaluated. The
purpose of this survey is to collect information from the participants of the
project in order to provide evaluative information to the funder and also to
provide information that will assist in making improvements, if needed, to the*
project. As previously discussed with you, all responses will 112 kept
completely confidential! Therefore, do not include your name
anywhere on this survey!

Please complete and return this survey in the envelope provided. The surve., s
will be read and scored by the assigned research a4sistant. We wi!! only see
the compiled data and not the individual forms that you complete. After the
data I:,s been compiled, it will be shared with you at one of our meetings.

Please read each question carefully. Since this is the third
questionnaire, your answers should be based on the events that
have occurred after the second survey. Do not base your answers
on events that took place before the second survey! For each
question, find the response which best represents your opinion and circle it.
If you need more space for writing comments/suggestions, use the back of the
page. If you have any questions concerning the survey, we will be more than
happy to answei them. We would like to thank you in advance for taking the
time to assist us in the very important task of evaluating the Reading/Writing
Immersion Project.

I. MEETINGS

1. Rate the room in which the meetings have been held in by circling the
most appropriate response.

Very Very
cold Good Poor Poor

a.) room is clean 62.5% 37.5% 0% 0%

b.) room is well lighted 50.0% 50.0% 0% 0%

c. ) size of the room is
adequate 50.0% 50.0% 0% 0%

d.) temperature of room is
comfortable 37.5% 50.0% 12.5% 0%
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2. In your opinion, how would you ratt.. the overall organization of the
meetings held so far?

j (12.5%) 1.) meetings have been very well organized.
5 (62.5%) 2.) meetings have been well organized.
1 (12.5%). 3.) meetings have been poorly organized.
0 ( 0.0%). 4.) meetings have been very poorly organized.

Comments/suggestions for improvement.

Sometimes it seems that the profs are di agging
out discussions to fill the time (2 participants).

We have been told what we were going to do and
found that this had changed when we got there
(1 participant).

Discuss some topics in large groups and then
spend time about specific kids (1 participant).

3. Given that one of the main goals of this protect is ihat a collaborative
approach be utilized, how satisfied are you with the opportunities you
have had with regards to input into the agendas of thl. meetings?

3 1.) very satisfied._117,5sei
4 (50.0%). 2.) somewhat satisfied.
j (12.5%). 3.) somewhat dissatisfied.
D ( 0.0%) 4.) not at all satisfied.

Comments/suggestions for improvements.

I feel we are being treated somewhat as students
in a course (1 participant).

Sharing of procethre; e.g., reports were given
insufficient time (1 participant).

The teachers should have been sharing their
reports with each other (1 participant).
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4. When you have made suggestions uith regards .,o the meeting agendas, did
you feel that your suggestions were given adequate consideration?

4 (50.0%1 1.) very adequate consideration.
3 (37.5%1 2.) adequate consideration.
L_(uasa 3.) were considered, but not adequately.
1.1_9.0%) 4.) were not considered at all.

Comments/suggestions.

- Suggestions were
(1 participant).

given consideration

- More time for discussion
(1 participant).

I I. MATERIALS/READINGS

to clarify points

5. Overall, how would you r?- the quality of the materials/readings that
have been provided to you!

5 (623%) 1.) very high quality.
3 (37.5%1 2.) high quality.
iL( ADifal 3.) poor quality.
D (4.0%1 4.) very poor quality.

Comments/suggestions.

The articles are great (1 participant).

It may take six more months to read all of them
(1 participant).

6. Do you feel that the materials/readings provided to you thus far has
presented:

0 ( 0.0%1 1.) mostly new information.
8 (100%1 2.) a half-and-half mixture of new and old information.
0 ( 0.0%) 3.) mostly old information that I already knew.
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7. Overall, how would you rate the usefulness of the materials/readings
provided to you?

i_ja.o.sa 1 . ) very useful.
2 (25.0%) 2.) somewhat useful.
D ( 0.0%) 3.) not very useful.
D ( 0.0%1 4.) not at all useful.

Comments/suggestions for improvement.

I was pleased with the materials/readings
provided (1 participant).

This has been a very strong point in the project
(1 participant),

8. How would you rate the amount of information that has been provided to
you?

j (12.5%) 1.) far too much material.
j (12.5%) 2.) just a little too much material to be read in one week.
5 (62.5%) 3.) the right amount.
0 ( co%) 4.) could have dealt with a little more material each week.
D ( 0.0%) 5.) far too little in the way of materials/readings were

provided.

Comments/suggestions for improvement.

Book studies should continue every week
(2 participants).

I tried to do an adequate job [on Calkins], and
that took considerable time (1 participant).

Some good handouts were passed out and not
discussed (1 participant).
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9. How adequate was the university staff follow-up to the materials/readings
(i.e., willingness to discuss/explain ideas presented in the
materials/readings)?

j (12.5%) 1.) very adequate.
5 (62.5%) 2.) adequate.
1 (12.5%) 3.) somewhat adequate.
0 ( 0.0%) 4.) not at all adequate.

Comments/suggestions for improvement.

We still need time to discuss readings after we
have had the opportunity to try or develop what
we have read in our classes (2 participants).

10. Do you feel that the materials/readings given to you covered the topic
areas thzi you thought would be covered when you started the program?

5 (62.5%) 1.) yes, very few surprises.
2 (25.0%) 2.) yes, but there were a number of areas I did not expect to

be covered.
0 ( OA%) 3.) no, there were a lot of areas covered that 1 did not expect.

11. Were there topic areas you would have liked to have receiv:j
materials/readings on, but did not?

1 137-5%) 1.) yes.
4 (MO%) 2.) no.

If yes, what were those topic areas?

Reading diagnosis (2 participants).

More time on self-monitoring/self-correction
(1 participant).

Ideas on the home school connection
(1 participant).

12. Givem that this is a collaborative project, did you feel that you could
suggest materials/readings for the group?

B (100%1 1.) yes.
0 ( 0.0%) 2.) no.

Comments/suggestions

NO RESPONSES MADE.
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13. In your opinion, how would you rate the pace at which the
material/readings have been presented?

3(22,552) 1.) the pace has been very fast.
2 (25.0%) 2.) the pace has been fast, but not unreasonable.
3 (37.5%1 3.) the pace has been just right.
1.1..ja0%a 4.) the pace has been slow.
0 f 0.010 5.) the pace has been very slow.

Comments/suggestions.

The Calkins book was heavy (1 participant).

I would have preferred to spend more time on
less material (1 participant).

Pace has been adjusted (1 participant).

I I. SCHOOL VISITS (When Gerry/Gary visited your school on their
o w n .)

14. How helpful were the observations/suggestions made during the school
visits in focusing the intent of the program?

5 (62.5%) 1.) very useful.
3 (37.5%) 2.) somewhat useful.
o ( 0.0%1 3.) not very useful.

( 0.0%1 4.) not at all useful.

Comments/suggestions for improvement.

More school visits (1 participant).

Don't have profs drag out
(1 participant).

discussions

It would be great if Gerry and/or Gary could
model some reading and writing strategies with
the kids (1 participant).
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15. How helpful were the school visits in assisting you to make connections
between the material/content presented in the sessions at the university
and what you do with kids?

3 (37.5%) 1.) very helpful.
5 (62.5%) 2.) somewhat helpful.
0 ( 0.0%) 3.) not very helpful.
0 ( 0.0%) 4.) not at all helpful.

Comments/suggestions for improvement.

- I would like more input from the faculty staff
(1 participant).

16. Overall, when comparing all of the components of the Reading/Writing
Immersion Project (i.e., sessions at the university and group
observations), how important are the school visits made by Gary and
Gerry?

2 (25.0%) 1.) the most important component.
5_f62.5%1 2.) equal in importance to the other two components.
1 (12,5%) 3.) not as important as the other two components.
0 ( 0.0%) 4.) not at all important.

Comments/suggestions.

- It is essential that when individual children are
discussed, both the professor and the teacher can
relate personally (2 participants).

- Visits are a link between all the
schools/personnel and readings (2 participants).

17. Do you have any other comments/concerns that you would like to add
about the school visits?

_ Should be more frequent (2 participants).

- He jthe prof) is not afraid to become involved
with the kids (1 participant).

- Group in 2s or 3s to discuss strategies and
problems (1 participant).
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I I I. GROUP OBSERVATIONAL SESSIONS

18. How helpful were the observath..misuggestions made to you during the
group observational sessions?

2 (25.0%) 1.) very helpful.
fi (75.0%) 2.) somewhat helpful.
D ( 0.0%1 3.) not very helpful.
D ( 0.0%) 4.) not at all helpful.

Comments/suggestions.

Observations were very good (1 participant).

Wish we had spread them further apart
(1 participant).

19. How helpful were the group observational sessions in assisting you to
make connections between the material/content presented in the sessions
at the university and what you do with kids?

3 (37.5%) 1.) very helpful.
4 (50.0%) 2.) somewhat helpful.
I (12,5%1 3.) not very helpful.
0 ( 0.0%) 4.) not at all helpful.

Comments/suggestions.

- To see in practice what has been discussed and
reported made our meetings more useful
(1 participant).
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20. Overall, when comparing all of the componcnts of the Reading/Writing
Immersion Project (i.e., sessions at the Lniversity and school visits), how
important are the group observational sessions?

I (12,5%1 1.) the most important component.
4 (50.0%) 2.) equal in importance to the other two components.
3132,5ffra 3.) not as important as the other two components.
D ( 0.0%) 4.) not at all important.

Comments/suggestions.

- There are too many
(2 participants).

visits to each school

After hearing about kids and classrooms in other
schools, it was great to see the actual situation
(1 participant).

Great forum for new ideas and new perspectives
(1 participant).

21. In your opinion, how many grow observational sessions should be
included in this project?

0 ( 0.0%) 1.) none.
2 (25.0%) 2.) 1.

3 3.) 2._(22.5321
2 (25.0%) 4.) 3.
D ( 0.0%) 5.) 4 or more.

22. When do you feel that the group observational sessions should have
started?

5 (62.5%) 1.) earlier in the program.
3 (37.5%) 2.) exactly when they did start.
LIAM 3.) not until latter in the program.

Comments/suggestions.

- It would have been great to see things as they
were in the other schools in November
(1 participant).
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23. Do you have any other comments/concerns that you would like to add
about the group observational sessions?

Wish Gerry's timetable would have allowed him to
visit other schools with everyone else
(1 participant).

The Wednesday afternoon rehash of the morning
activities was very boring to those who had been
there in the morning (a waste of 30-45 minutes]
(1 participant).

IV.PROJECT EXPECTATIONS

24. At this point in the project, is the project:

2 (25A1%) 1.) exactly what you thought it would be.
4 (SOAI%) 2.) very close to what you thought it would be.
2. (25.0%) 3.) somewhat close to what you thought it would be.
9 ( 0.0%) 4.) not at all what you thought it to be.

If not what you thought, how is it different?

NO RESPONSES MADE.

25. Are the topic areas that have been covered since the last survey, the topic
area that you thought would be covered?

(75.0%) 1.) yes.
j (12.5%1 2.) no.

In no, how is it different?

- We have never received an actual plan of what
topics/books w I be covered, so each week was a

surprise (1 participant).
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26. Is the project turnilig out to be as useful to you as you thought it would bc?

7 (87.5%1 1.) yes, very useful.
1 (12.5%) 2.) yes, somewhat useful.
0 ( 0.0%1 3.) no, not very useful.
0 ( 0.0%1 4.) no, not at all useful.

Comments/suggestions for improvements.

NO RESPONSES MADE.

27. At this point, how confident are your expectations for the project will bc
reached?

5 (62.5%) 1.) very confident.
3 (37.5%1 2.) somewhat confident.
0 i 0.0%1 3.) not very confident.
f) ( 0.0%) 4.) not at all confident.

Why or why not?

Have been helped so much (2 participants).

I have learned how to use strategies to reach
more kids at risk (1 participant).

Have developed ideas to accommodate varying
abilities (1 participant).
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V. SUPPORT FOR THE PROJECT

28. In your opinion, how would you rate the university members of thc group
in the areas listed below?

AiwaYZ 5.12.EllailaLl Never

a.) they are approachable 75.0% 25.0% 0%

b.) they value my opinions 62.5% 37.5% 0%

c.) they treated me as a
professional 75.0% 25.0% 0 V-

d.) they were willing to
answer all my questions 75.0% 25.0% 0%

c.) they empathize with the
problems I have to deal
with in the classroom 12.5% 87.5% 0%

f.) thcy suggest rathcr than
dictate or criticize 62.5% 37.5% 0%

g.) they actively look for and
encourage my input 37.5% 62.5% 0%

h.) they help me feel more
confident about what I do in
the classroom 25.5 62.5% 0%

i.) they make suggestions that
are useful to me 50.0% 50.0% 0%

j.) they try :c., make the project
challenging 87.5 12.5% 0%

Comments/suggestions for improvement.

Gerry and Gary don't always seem to agree. On
March 7 Gary said that Gerry wanted the write
ups by March 21. On March 14, Gerry said they
[reports) were not due on March 21
(1 participant).
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29. In your opinion, how would you rate the support provided
by Inner City Initiative Branch of Manitoba Education?

5 (62.5%1 1.) very good.
3 137.5%1 2.) good.
D ( 0.0%) 3.) poor.
0 ( 0.0%) 4.) very poor.

Comments/suggestions for improvement..

30. In your opinion,
program from

L_(izayel 1. )
4 (50.0%) 2.)
1-11.2.51?-1 3.)
0 ( 0.0%) 4.)

to the program

Erika has provided us with excellent
(2 participants).

More visits (1 participant).

Support in publishing appreciated,
ie.,organizing publishing, assisting
(1 participant).

readings

how would you rate the support being provided to this
your school's administrator(s)?

very good.
good.
poor.
very poor.

Comments/suggestions for improvements.

Good support, but very hands-off. We pretty
much do our own thing with administrative
blessing (1 participant).

- The principal has not really spent any time
talking to the teachers or spent any time in the
classroom (1 participant).

I appreciate the support and guidance available
when requested (1 participant).
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VI.PROGRAM USEFULNESS AND FINAL COMMENTS

31. Given that the first year of the project is approximately two-thirds
completed, how would your rate the following items?

a.) I find that the :nfonnation presented so far has been:

7 (87.5%) 1.) very useful.
1 (12.5%) 2.) useful.
9 ( 0.0%) 3.) somewhat useful.
9 ( 0.0%) 4.) not at all useful.

b.) I find that I have tried many of the ideas/techniques in my
classroom.

$ (100%) 1.) yes.
I) ( 0.0%) 2.) no.

c.) I find that I have adopted some of the ideas/techniques as part of
what I do in my classroom.

$ (100%) 1.) yes.
0 ( 0.0%) 2.) no.

d.) Based on your experiences thus far, what do you feel is thc
probability that you will make permanent changes to what you do
in the classroom?

7 (87.5%1 1.) I am 100% certain I will make permanent changes.
L. (12.5%.1 2.) I am 85% certain I will make permanent changes.
0 ( 0.0%1 3.) I am 50% certain I will make permanent changes.
D ( 0.0%1 4.) I am 25% certain I will make permanent changes.
fl ( 0 0%) 5.) I am 100% certain that I will not make permanent

changes.

e.) Based on your experiences thus far, have you seen positive
changes in the performance of your students that can be stated to

be a direct result of this project?

6 (75.0%) 1.) yes, I have noticed many positive changes.
2 (25.0%) 2.) yes, I have noticed a few positive changes.
0 ( 0.0%) 3.) no, I have not noticed any positive changes.
0 ( 0.0%) 4.) I do not know.
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f.) Do you feel that this project has helped you to improve your
teaching skills?

g (no%) 1.) yes.
0 ( 0.0%) 2.) no.

Comments.

Having support of professionals to
discuss/compare and share (1 participant).

- Having the time to develop approaches without
pressure of providing monitoring of the whole
class (1 participant).

32. Name/describe some changes that you have already made in the way you
work with children that have been a direct result of this project.

- Able to fine tune my observations skills
(4 participants).

Decisions reflect theory and will have a positive
effect on the child (4 participants).

- My learning environment has improved - I use
to the fullest (2 participants).

- Look more at what they [students] can do, not
what they can't (2 participants).

it

33. Given what has taken place between the second survey and now, do you
have any additional suggestions that you have not already made for
improving the Reading/Writing Immersion Project? If so, what are they?

I would like the discussion time to continue to
develop along the collaborative line
(1 participant).

- Reporting methods need more development
(1 participant).

- Too many [people] missing visits, classes, leaving
early (1 participant).

I 1 1
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34. Do you have any other comments/concerns that you would like to add. but
haven't been asked?

After 3 months of working with my little R/WI
group, I am tired of it (1 participant).

Should have been some better arrangements
made by the university people in regards to
parking (1 participant).

- Would be useful to define role of the resource
teacher (1 participant).

THANK YOU!
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APPENDIX D

ADMINISTRATORS' INTERVIEW
SCHEDULE
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READING/WRITING IMMERSION: A DECISION MAKING
LITERACY DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

PRINC/PAL INTERVIEW

OCTOBER, 1989

One of the conditions of the funding for this project is that it be evaluated. The
purpose of this interview is to collect information from school administrators
in order to provide evaluative information to the funder and also to provide
information that will assist in making improvements, if needed, to the project.
As previously discussed with you, all responses will be kept completely
confidential!

The interviews will be read and scored by the assigned research assistant.
Only compiled data will be shared and not the individual answers. After the
data has been compiled, it will be shared with you at one of our meetings.

Please listen to each question carefully. If you would like me to repeat a
question, I will do so. If you have any questions concerning the interview,
please feel free to ask me, or to call Paul Madak (474-8712). We would like to
thank you in advance for taking the time to assist us in the very important
task of evaluating the Reading/Writing Immersion Project.

1. Do you feel that you are aware of all of the goals and objectives of this
program?

H yes [ I no

Comments/suggestions.
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2. What are your goals for this project?

3. While the project has only just begun, how confident are you that your
goals for the project will be met?

( j very confident.
( j somewhat confident.
[ j not very confident.
( j not at all confident.

Why do you feel this way?

4. Again, while the project has only just begun, how useful do you feel this

project has been to the teacher involved in the project?

( ) very useful.
( j useful.
( j somewhat useful.
( j not at all useful.
( j don't know, too early to tell.

Comments
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5. Again, while the project has only just begun, how usefui Uo you feel this
project has been to your school?

H very useful.
useful.

[ 1 somewhat useful.
H not at all useful.

don't know, too early to tell.

Comments

6. Given that one of the main goals of this project is that a collaborative
approach be thilized, how satisfied are you with the opportunities you
have had with rIgards to input into the project?

H very satisfied.
H somewhat satisfied.
H somewhat dissatisfied.

] not at all satisfied.
H don't know, too early into the project.

Comments/suggestions for improvements.
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7. At this point in the project, rate the university staff with regud to the
following areas.

AlwayS

a.) they are approachable H

b.) they were willing to
answer all my questions H

c.) they empathize with the
problems I have to deal
with in the school [ ]

d.) they actively look for
and encourage my input H

e.) they make suggestions
that are useful to me [ ]

f.) they try to make the
project challenging [ 1

g.) they are easy to reach
when I need to talk to
them [ ]

Sunetimes Never Don't know

[ ] [ ] [ 1

[ 1 [ ] [ 1

[ 1 [ 1 [ 1

11 11 1 1

[ ] [ 1 [ 1

[ ] [ ] [ 1

[ 1 [ ] [ 1

Comments/suggestions for improvement.

8. In your opinion, how would you rate the support provided to the program
by Inner City Initiative Branch of Manite.g Education?

11
[ 1

[ 1

[ 1

very good.
good.
poor.
very poor.
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Comments/suggestions for improvement.

-

9. In your opinion, have changes actually occurred in the project classroom?

H yes, a number of changes.
[ ] yes, a few changes.
[ ] no changes have occurred.
[ 1 it is still too early to judge.
[ ] do not know.

Comments.

10. At this point in time, how would you rate the quality of the project?

[ I very high.
[ ] high.
[ 1 low.
[ 1 very low.
[ ] do not know, too eariy to tell.

Comments.
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I I. At this point in time, do you have any suggestioi's that you would like to
see implemented in order to improve the quality ..,f the project? If yes,
what are they?

-

12. Do you have any other comments/concerns that you would like to add, but
haven't been asked?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME!
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APPENDIX E

UNIVERSITY STAFF INTERVIEW
SCHEDULE
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READING/WRITING IMMERSION: A DECISION MAKING
LITERACY DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

UNIVERSITY MEMBERS' INTERVIEW

May, 1990

1. How confident arc you that your goals for thc projcct have been mct this
ycar.?

[ I vcry confident. [ 1 not vcry confident.
[ I somcwhat confidcnt. [ 1 not at all confident.

Why do you fccl this way?

1. How satisfied arc you with thc proccss that was uscd to scicct/idcntify thc
schools and tcachcrs?

[ I vcry satisficd.
[ J somcwhat satisficd.

[ I somcwhat dissatisficd.
[ 1 not at all satisfied.

Commcnts/suggcstions for improving thc proccss:
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3. In your opinion, how would you rate the support provided to the program
by the principals of the four schools?

( ) very good. 1 ) poor.
( ) good. [ ) very poor.

How could they have provided better support:

4. In your opinion, how would you ram. .ne support provided to the program
by each division's administrators?

( J very good.
( J good.

I 1

( 1

poor.
very poor.

Comments/suggestions for improvements:

5. Given that one of the main goals of this project is that a coimmrative
approach be utilized, how satisfied are you with the effort the teachers arc
making to provide input into the project?

( ) very satisfied. ( I somewhat dissatisfied.
[ I somewhat satisfied. ( I not at all satisfied.

Comments/suggestions for improvements:
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6. What changes, if any, have occurred in the collaboration since the
beginning of the project?

7. In your opinion, how would you rate the pace at which the group has
progressed since December?

[ 1 the pace has been very fast.
( ] the pace has been fast, but not unreasonable.
[ 1 the pace has been just right.
[ 1 the pace has been slow.
( I the pace has been very slow.

Comments/suggestions.

8.. At this point in the project, is the project:

[ ] exactly what you thought it would be.
[ ] very cicse to what you thought it would be.
[ ] somewhat close to what you thought it would be.
( I not at all what you thought it would be.

If not what you thought, how is it different?
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9. Do you think the second round of whole group observations were
necessary? (Do you have any suggestions for improvements?)

H yes. [ ] no.

10. Based on the meetings and your observations do you feel that changes arc
occurring in the project classrooms?

[ I yes, a number of changes.
[ 1 yes, a few changes.
[ ] no changes have occurred.

Comments re: quality of changes:

11. Do you feel that the teachers need more training? (In what areas do you
feel that training is needed?)

H yes. [ 1 no.
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12. When the teachers are working with identified students, how many
children do you expect them to be working with at one time? (1-to-1
strategies?)

13. What changes, if any, have you observed in the identified children?

-

14. What would you expect the extra teachers (1/2 time sub) to be doing during
the 2 1/2 hours they are in the classroom? .

_

15. Do you feel that the extra teachers are being used appropriately?

[ ] yes. [ ] n o .

Why do you feel this way?
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16. What have been the most difficult aspects of implementing the program in
the schools?

17. What problems/obstacles, if any, have you encountered with the
Reading/Writing Immersion program?

-

18. What advice would you give to someone initiating s similar program?

19. Do you have any other comments/concerns that you would like to add, but
haven't been asked?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION
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